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SPEAKING SPOKEN WORD
Acclaimed poet and UW grad Brendan McLeod
makes a compelling case for forgetting about the
Judas of art that is gangsta rap ... A&E, PAGE 22
FRANCO COMMEMORATED
The old Spanish dictator died 30 years ago, but last
week his troubling legacy lived on at WLU
...INTERNATIONAL, PAGE 19
And now, theVanier
The first OUA team to reach the Vanier Cup in a decade, the Hawks are now one win away from the ultimate prize in Canadian university
sport after their 31-10 rout of the Acadia Axemen. Mike Brown reports from Halifax
MIKE BROWN
Sports Editor
HALIFAX - "Halifax better watch
out 'cause the Hawks are out to
party!" exclaimed defensive end
David Montoya after his Golden
Hawks dismantled the Acadia
Axemen 31-10 in Saturday's Uteck
Bowl.
And indeed, Laurier had good
reason to celebrate. The win marks
the first time in a decade that an
OUA team will compete in the
Vanier Cup, the ultimate crown in
Canadian university sport.
For 12 of the team's key veter-
ans, it will be the last opportunity
to wear the purple and gold, but as
quarterback Ryan Pyear
explained, that's a burden gradu-
ating seniors have shouldered for
a couple weeks now.
"If we lose this game, that's the
end," the fifth-year pivot said after
the victory. "We come up short
and we have no second chances,
and we were very aware of that."
"We weren't settling for winning
the Yates this year," explained
fifth-year running back Bryon
llickey, who had three touch-
downs in the win. "Last year, Mac
was the king of the QUA and we
had to knock them off and that
was our focus. When we did it, it
was kind of like everything else
was gravy."
But not in 2005. The Hawks'
determination was clear as they
took the field in front of 5,947 at St.
Mary's Huskie Stadium, including
a lond contingent of dedicated
Laurier fans that made the trek.
Things didn't start off great for
Laurier, though. On the first play
of their drive, Acadia speed demon
ITic Nielson outran Hawks defen-
sive back lan Logan for a 49-yard
reception. Axemen quarterback
Chris ludd then threw to the end-
zone on the very next snap, but
couldn't find Hec Creighton nomi-
nee Ivan Birungi. They had to set-
tle for a Gair Macinnis field goal
and an early 3-0 lead.
But as they've done all season,
Laurier stepped up. Exploiting
Acadia's overzealous run defence,
Pyear flicked a short play-action
pass
to I lickey, who used a pair of
blocks to scamper down the left
sideline for a 70-yard catch-and-
run touchdown that put the
I lawks in front for good.
From there on, the story of the
game was Laurier's defence. Save
for a 3-1-yard I'D pass to Birungi
midway through the third, the
Axemen encountered some unfa-
miliar offensive difficulties, look-
ing nothing like the team that put
up 69 points in the East confer-
ence final just a week before.
In fact, Birungi was the lone
bright spot for Acadia throughout.
The third-year East MVP reeled in
seven catches for 134 yards, expe-
riencing more success against
defensive back Joel Wright than
the highly touted Andy Eantuz in
the previous week's Yates Cup.
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THE NEXT GENERATION - Second-year wide reciever Troy Leach (left), quarterback Steve Williams (left on couch), and cornerback George Dimacakos (right) raise a toast to the senior Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawk players who just won the Uteck Bowl over the Acadia Axemen, in Halifax, as they watch from their Marshall Street home in Waterloo on Saturday. Since they weren't dressing for the
game and couldn't afford to pay their own way to Halifax, the guys were forced to watch the game from home.
ARAMARK HITS THE MARK?
Mike Brown devours a week's worth of the Dining
Halls new low-cost menu and tells all - from a truly
s '°ppy joe to a succulent chicken penne
NEWS
FEATURE, PAGES 6-7
TORONTO, AKA BEIRUT
The summer's release of "The Real Toronto" shows the
guns and violence
that is all too common in the GTA but
city officials and superintendents are missing the real
messages ... A&E, PAGE 21
COMING NEXT WEEK...
In the final installment of Cord History this year, Kris Cote looks
back at the "Wonder Years" of 1956-66. Want to know what
Laurier students did during the Vietnam War? And just what
charity did Shinerama first support? Find out next week
-
Please see UTECK, page 12
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"I was born at4:30pm."
- News Editor Adrian Ma, celebratinghis birthday prematurely at
12:00am.
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The Cord Weekly is the official student newspaper
of the WilfridLaurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College Cord, The Cord Weekly is an
editorially independent newspaper published by Wilfrid
Laurier University Student Publications, Waterloo, a corpo-
ration without share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board
of directors.
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Opinions expressed within The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect those of the Editorial Board,
The Cord, WLUSP, WLU or MasterWeb Printing.
All content appearing in The Cord bears the copyright
expressly of their creator(s) and may not be used without
written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running OS
X.2 using Adobe Creative Suite 2 (InDesign, Photoshop,
Acrobat, Distiller and Illustrator) and Quark Xpress 6.1.
Nikon D7O and Canon Rebel XT 8.0 megapixel digital cam-
eras are used for principal photography. Adobe Acrobat and
Distiller are used to create PDF files which are burned
directly on plates to be mounted on the printing press.
The Cord is printed by Master WebPrinting and is published
every Wednesday during the school year except for special
editions which are published as required.
The Cord's circulation for a normal Wednesday issue is 7,000
copies and enjoys a readership of over 10,000.
Cord subscription rales are $20.00 per term for addresses
withinCanada.
The Cord Weekly is a proud memberof the Canadian (*
University Press (CUP), since 2004.
The Campus Network is The Cord's national O&m
advertising agency.
Preamble to The Cord Constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately
and fairly.
The Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation
of all relevant facts in a news report, and ofall substantial
opinions in a matter of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold allcommonly held ethical
conventionsof journalism. When an error of omission or of
commission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged
promptly.
When statementsare made that are critical of an individual,
or an organization, we shall give those affected theopportu-
nity to reply atthe earliest timepossible.
Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently
conflicts of interest and the appearance of conflicts of inter-
est will be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world
with a special focus on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the
community ofKitchener-Waterloo, and witha special ear to
the concerns of the students ofWilfrid Laurier University.
Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by neither philosophy,
nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press
and freedom ofspeech. This obligation is best fulfilledwhen
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal
workings of the paper, and through The Cord's contactwith
the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of
neither repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is toactas an agent of social awareness, and so
shall conduct the affairs of our newspaper.
News
Law and order: WLU
Canadian legal academic and democratic reform advocate Nathalie Des Rosiers speaks at Paul Martin Centre
ADRIAN MA
News Editor
Professor Nathalie Des Rosiers
may appear to be a diminutive,
unassuming lady - but when she
speaks, people listen.
She is one of Canada's finest
legal minds, a renowned scholar
and practitioner and she is pas-
sionate about democracy.
Speaking at the Paul Martin
Centre this past Monday, Des
Rosiers delivered an animated
speech about "the necessity of
moving forward in our democratic
thinking and institutions."
"Liberte, egalite, fraternite ...
many thinkers nowawdays think
we should look back on this and
see how much we represent this
era in our thinking," said Des
Rosiers.
"While we know quite a bit
about liberty, we slightly know a
little bit about equality, but cer-
tainly we know nothing at all
about fraternity."
She feels thatCanadian democ-
racy
is in need of innovation, and
must strive to become more par-
ticipatory and inclusive.
Democracy, she argues, can be
one of Canada's greatest exports,
but in order to do so, Canadian
policy-makers must "question
their success" and pursue greater
degrees of accountability.
Paraphrasing Wilfrid Laurier
himself, she ended her address by
saying that "the 21st century
should belong to everyone - or to
no one."
Following her speech, Des
Rosiers sat down with The Cord
Weekly to discuss the role of uni-
versities in developing democracy,
former Prime Minister Wilfrid
Laurier, and the current state of
Parliament.
Jordan Jocius
LAYING DOWN THE LAW - University of Ottawa dean of civil law, Nathalie Des Rosiers (above-left), was the featured speaker at Laurier's third annual lec-
ture in Canadian Studies.
Interview With Nathalie Des Rosiers, speaker at Lauder's third annual lecture in Canadian Studies
The Cord: You obviously feel very
strongly about developing
democracy. What do you think the
roles ofuniversities are in terms of
developing democracy at a grass-
roots level?
Des Rosiers: I think that's the big
shift that we're seeing; that there
are people that are disinterested
in traditional politics but are real-
ly interested in a different kind of
political involvement. That's pop-
ping up everywhere in universi-
ties, communities, and work-
places often. Institutions must
not discard this
...
in fact they
should build on it as opposed to
feel threatenedby it or are intimi-
dated to demand that political
involvement take place only one
definite rigid way.
The Cord: How did your university
experience affect you and your
views on democracy?
Des Rosiers: Law school was a
transformative experience for me;
universities usually are in the way
that it was a big timeof communi-
ty involvement.
We did clinics and
so on, we were quite involved in
poverty law groups ...
I think that
made us measure right away the
gap between law as written and
law as lived [laughs].
"I'm not sure that's what going on
in parliament right now is a good
demonstration of democratic
processes."
- Nathalie Des Rosiers, Dean of Civil Law at the
University of Ottawa
The Cord: You mentioned how
democracy needs to be more
inclusive, and as evidenced by
recent events like the tainted
water situations at Native
reserves, how important is it to
include marginalized groups into
democratic reform?
Des Rosiers: 1 think it's tremen-
dously important. I mean it's not
only 'include', it's 'respect'... we
must recognize the tremendous
heritage and what they are bring-
ing toour society. So, on that note,
we're just starting a summer pro-
gram in Cree territory in Quebec
to study Cree law.
It's about time that
we stop thinking
that there's only
way of doing
things.
The Cord: With the
extreme disharmo-
ny in the Canadian
government right
now, are you ever
frustrated by the
lack of process that
democracy seems to be making?
Des Rosiers: Sure. I'm not sure
that's what going on inparliament
right now is a good demonstra-
tion of democraticprocesses. And
part of it I think is because we
haven't been very innovative and
imaginative in changing our polit-
ical structure. It's funny that of all
the places, [The House of
Commons] is the only institution
that looks exactly the same as it
did 100 years ago [laughs] ... it
seems so difficult to change the
political structure because the
power base is so strong. So
I think
that's the message: 'How come?
Why not?'
The Cord: Do you think that
democracy is progressing though?
Des Rosiers: I think it is slowly pro-
gressing. I think the experience of
participating in decision-making
in the workplace and elsewhere
will mean that at some point you
will refuse to be treated like a
child and when it comes to politi-
cal life. That would be my sense:
that the democratization experi-
ence throughout the society, in
the justice system, in the work-
place, at the university and most
institutions will lead a different
type of discourse to emerge.
5 Day Action News
Weather Forecast
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Do you plan on buying
anything on Buy Nothing
Day?
"I'm not in support of buying
nothing, I'm in support of
reduced consumerism."
- JD Muir
Fourth Year Geography
"I can't plan far enough ahead to
actually not buy anything."
- Diana Spadfora
Fourth Year Political Science
"I just don't agree with it. I don't
give it any creedence."
- Tony Simon
Fourth Year History
"I will definitely buy nothing. I
think it's a good idea."
- Carrie Franklin
Second Year Sociology
'It's a short-term solution."
- Greg Rankin
Four Year Dabbler
Luinpilcd by Dim Polischitk, photos ItySydney llellaud
Faculty to vote on agreement
Simple majority vote needed to ratify new three-year contract for faculty; admin confident deal will get done
DAN POLISCHUK
News Editor
With Wilfrid Laurier University
faculty members going to the polls
to vote on a tentative new con-
tract, the perception is that the
deal will go through after the final
tally tonight.
"I'm fairly comfortable with the
fact that when they see the details
of [the contract], it'll be ratified,"
said Jim Butler, VP: Finance and
Administration at WLU.
Confirming the fact that a new
deal would span three years,
Butler commented that the tenta-
tive agreement's length is similar
to those agreed upon in the past.
"It just seemed like that was a
good time frame where people
were comfortable with what the
numbers would look like," he said.
Herbert Pimlott, Media
Relations Officer for WLUFA,
could not comment on any
specifics of the deal but did
explain that a 50 percent + 1 major-
ity will be needed for ratification.
"It's a process where the recom-
mendation is made by the execu-
tive, it's brought to the member-
ship, and the membership ...
reads copies of the tentative col-
lective agreement ...
and then
[decides] whether to vote 'yes' or
'no'," explained Pimlott.
After the read-through for
Waterloo faculty, which occurred
on Monday night, polls were
briefly opened. Votes were cast
yesterday and will be cast again
today until 4:3opm. Brantford fac-
ulty saw its booths open last night
and will have until the same time
today to get their votes in.
"Final results are expected to be
released at about 6:30pm," noted
Pimlott.
Butler commented that, "We've
done a draft agreement, but we're
going to have to do the work on
updating and changing the old
agreement, create a new one, then
that'll get published on the web."
While the whole negotiation
process left
Laurierstudents antic-
ipating a possible strike, Butler
explained that a walk-out was
never really a threat.
"The parties were negotiating in
good faith and attempting to bring
resolution to anything that was
outstanding," he said, adding that
having a conciliator brought in
was just part of the standard nego-
tiating procedure in Ontario.
With a new agreement all but
done, Butler believes that no ani-
mosity lingers on either side.
"1 think it's strengthened [our
relationship]."
Adrian Ma
SIGN ON THE DOTTED LINE - A note is left outside the WLUFA offices explaining that a tentative agreement
has been reached with the university adminis-
tration. Faculty can have their new three-year deal ratified if the vote passes tonight.
Laurier united in charity campaign
Donations exceed goal of $60,000; final tally of rival University Avenue school yet to be determined
DAN POLISCHUK
News Editor
With final estimates from the all-
but-completed United Way cam-
paign still up in the air, Laurier
and Waterloo's presidents,
Rosehart and Johnson respective-
ly, will still be able to hold onto
their own clothes.
If found, by the end of the week,
thatWLU has edged its neighbour-
ing university in the month-long
fundraiser, UW President David
Johnston will be required to sport
the purple and gold of the Golden
Hawks for a day. Thesame goes for
Bob Rosehart if the Warrior popu-
lation was able to come out on
top.
This remains just a side-note,
however, to the fact that Laurier is
expected to fetch over $60,000 for
the local chapter of the United
Way.
Wally Pirker, the financial track-
er throughout the campaign, com-
mented that "currently, total pro-
ceeds are around $61,500."
"We luckily have surpassed [our
goal]," he added.
"Certainly, from our campaign,
we're quite happy with the way it
went."
Wally Pirker, WLU United Way Campaign
Aside from offering 'early-bird'
prizes to get the donation collec-
tion started, other initiatives to
raise money included a chili cook
off, a bake sale at the library and
penny
drives within various
departments.
"It's certainly giving back to the
community. The community gives
a lot to us," explained Pirker on the
benefits the collection drive pro-
vides.
While acknowledging the fact
that the K/W campaign has
dragged along for
the most part, with
only approximately
70 percent of its
$5.55 million goal
being met, there
seemed to be no
lack of support in
the school's efforts.
"Certainly, from
our campaign, we're
quite happy with the way it went.
I'm sorry to see the region-wide
campaign not having as much
success, again there's lots of rea-
sons for that," said Pirker, noting
that the community may be feel-
ing donor fatigue with the multi-
ple natural disasters occurring
recently.
Laurier was able to work around
that factor with the dedication of
the organizing committee, which
included co-chairs Sandra
Castellanos and Frank Millerd
(WLU business professors). Dean
of Arts David Docherty, who
chaired the Leadership Board and
is in charge of "bringing in the 'big'
donors," was also given much
credit for his efforts.
All congratulations aside, Pinker
recognized the school's enthusi-
asm for the project as the factor to
its success.
"Last year's $60,000 was raised
at the very end, practically the last
donation that came in ... hopeful-
ly we get it up to $62,000 or
$63,000. Certainly that will bode
well for maybe raising the bar next
year."
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Biz school
gets another
upgrade
DAN POLISCHUK
News Editor
Laurier's School of Business and
Economics enhanced its image
this past week with the announce-
ment that it has landed an accred-
itation program with the Institute
of Chartered Accountants of
Ontario.
Brian Leader, VP of Advertising
with the CA of Ontario, explained
that one of the reasons to give
Laurier the opportunity to imple-
ment this program is because it
"lias been a long standing, major
supplier of graduates to the CA
profession for many years."
Noting that the University of
Toronto and Brock University
have already announced their par-
ticipation, Leader believes that
Laurier business graduates have
proved consistently that they can
be an asset to the world of
accounting, through their strong
showings in evaluations.
"I think the sense of community
that the students have at Laurier
and the School of Business and
Economics is very strong. As well,
a sense of community not just
with the students that are there,
but also with the faculty and even
the administration," commented
Leader.
Already dubbed the CA/Laurier
Centre for the Advancement of
Accounting Research and
Education, it has been put under
the direction of accounting pro-
fessor Bruce McConomy.
Under his guidance, explained
Leader, multiple projects will be
created involving the develop-
ment of accounting courses at
Laurier as well as general knowl-
edge in the subject itself.
Funding will be provided by the
CA Institute with as much as
$100,000 per year, depending how
many students complete its uni-
form evaluation or UFE.
Leader believes the greatest
benefit will be in the classroom
though, as it will provide the facul-
ty with "innovation" and "flexibili-
ty" in the way they inform stu-
dents about the subject of
accounting.
Unlike before, when there was
little room to "manipulate or
manoeuvre," Leader believes that
this association will provide a bet-
ter preparedness for a future
career as a CA.
Bag O' Crime: Spare any change?
MOTOR VEHICLE COLLISION
2105 HRS
THU NOV 17/05
A vehicle driven by a WLU student
lost control during recent snowy
weather and struck the University
sign at the main entrance at Mid
Campus Dr. Considerable damage
was done to the sign but the driver
of the vehicle was not injured.
MEDICAL ASSIST 2308 HRS
THU NOV 17/05
Officers and ambulance respond-
ed toWillison Hall after receiving a
report that a resident was having
difficulty breathing. The student
was attended to by paramedicas
and subsequently taken to hospi-
tal. It is believed that a consider-
able amount of alcohol consumed
in a relatively short period of time
was a contributing factor to the
students condition.
CRIME OF THE WEEK
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITING
1625 HRS
FRI NOV 18/05
An officer responded to Career
Services at232 King after receiving
a report that a male was there
handing out business cards asking
for donations of money. The build-
ing was checked for the individual
but he had already gone.
FIRE DEPT RESPONSE 1438 HRS
FRI NOV 18/05
Waterloo Fire Dept attended at
Bricker Residence in response to a
fire alarm. The alarm was caused
by occupants of one of the units
cooking.
BREAK & ENTER SAT NOV 19/05
- SUN NOV 20/05
A resident at 83 Seagram Dr
reported that someone had bro-
ken into the house while she
was
out. On her return she found a
window forced open. Nothing in
the house was stolen or disturbed.
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Acadia gets butts kicked
Nova Scotia university to become "a completely tobacco-free environment."
WILLIAM WOLFE-WYLIE
CUP Atlantic Bureau
Chief
SACKVILLE, N.B. (CUP) - While
having to walk off-campus to
smoke is a rarity for students at
Canadian universities, it's about
to become a reality for those
attending Acadia University in
Nova Scotia, as the university
recently announced plans to
become a completely tobacco-free
environment.
One week prior to the
announcement, a student forum
was held on campus smoking
policies to gauge the reaction from
students to a tobacco-free cam-
pus. At the forum, which was
well
attended, some students
expressed concern that restricting
smoking on campus is a restric-
tion of freedoms beyond what is
necessary to ensure the health of
fellow students, staff, and faculty.
But the university rejects the idea.
"It's not," said Scott Roberts,
Senior Director of
Communications and Public
Affairs at Acadia University. "You
just can't do it on our campus."
The announcement comes on
the heels of an announcement by
the province of Nova Scotia to
severely limit smoking in public
spaces throughout the province.
Under the Smoke Free Places Act
(SFPA) smoking will be banned in
all indoor public spaces, work-
places, and at all outdoor eating
and drinking establishments in
the province by Dec. 1, 2006.
Acadia University will join the
rest of the province in being tobac-
co-free by July 1, 2006.
While the announcement is the
most aggressive anti-smoking reg-
ulations in the Atlantic region,
Acadia is yet unsure of how the
new policy will be enforced.
The move toward an entirely non-
smoking campus is the latest step
in a long trend of post-secondary
institutions to attempt to limit
tobacco use on campuses.
According to Roberts, the uni-
versity's intention is to announce
the intention to have a tobacco-
free campus, which
was the focus
of Thursday's announcement,but
that policy details, enforcement,
and application would come at a
later date.
The university will engage in
discussions with the student body
as well as faculty and staff to come
to an agreement which meets both
the intentions of the university as
well as the wishes and needs of
those affected by it.
Acadia is also receiving support
from the provincial government
and its home town of Wolfville for
its anti-smoking policy. Wolfville
implemented public non-smoking
bylaws four years in advance of
the provincial legislation, in
January 2002. A number of com-
munity programs designed to help
individuals quit smoking have
been invited to the campus and if
demand for such programs
increases as a result of the pro-
gram, the university
will respond appro-
priately, said
Roberts.
The move
toward an entirely
non-smoking cam-
pus
is the latest step
in a long trend of
post-secondary
institutions to
attempt to limit
tobacco use on
campuses.
The University of New
Brunswick enforced non-smoking
policies in buildings in 1987 and
the Memorial University of
Newfoundland since 1993. MUN
has recently taken the extra step of
painting blue lines around build-
ings to establish a buffer zone for
non-smokers. Mount Allison
University established non-smok-
ing policies in 2000 and Dalhousie
University followed suit in 2003.
The University of King's College
in Halifax is the only remaining
university in Atlantic Canada
which allows smoking in resi-
dence rooms.
WLUSU getting technical for elections
DAN POLISCHUK
News Editor
According to Kiran Sandhu,
Chief Returning Officer for
WLUSU, if all goes well during
tests with Information Technology
Services (ITS) students will have to
fill out Scantron ballots to cast
their nominations during this
years elections.
The reasons provided as to why
a move had to be made from the
traditional photocopied ballot
included giving students less
pages to flip through, instead pro-
viding a two-page package.
Scantron ballots will provide
quicker figures as to the results of
the election as well.
WLUSU remains tight-lipped on
the theme of this year's campaign.
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Introducing the GM Student Bonus Program
This is how it works, ff you're in high school, college or university or a recent graduate of either, you can purchase or lease any
eligible new GM vehicle and we'll make the first two lease or purchase financing payments for you. Sweet. Don't buy auto insurance
\
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before you talk to SmartCoveragel" Great rates for young drivers. Call SmartCoverage™
from your GM Dealer and get ano
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obligation auto insurance quote. See, an education does open doors. Visit GMStudentßonus.ca for full program details and limitations.
News Feature
AramarkMe
The effort is appreciated, but the execution is lacking as the Fresh Food Company's 'Fab 5' falls about three meals shy of being a meaningful
moniker, writes Mike Brown, The Cord's undisputed connoisseur of all things cheap
MIKEBROWN
Sport Editor
With last week's unveiling of the
Tab 5' value menu at the dining
hall, The Cord decided to see
exactly how Aramark's Fresh Food
Company defines value. At $5.34
per meal (after taxes), the price is
certainly lower than most options
in on-campus eating, but with
value meals, you're often getting
precisely what you pay for.
Unlike the majority of dining
hall fare, the 'Fab 5' options are
pre-made rather than marche-
style, and preserved underheating
lamps. This makes them quick and
easy, but calls the freshness into
question.
Overall, the new menu seems to
be hit-or-miss, but our day-to-day
guide helps you determine which
days are optimal for saving cash
and on which days you'd be better
off spending some money and
saving your stomach.
Each meal comes with a foun-
tain drink that normally runs
$1.25 on its own, and the 'Fab 5'
options are available for both
lunch and dinner.
Monday
Penne with meat sauce, mixed veg-
etables and Marinara sauce (vege-
tarian option available)
Verdict: Lukewarm
I walked away
from Monday's
meal with mixed feelings. Though
the food itself was quite sufficient,
my pasta seemed as though it had
been sitting out for a while, as it
was far from piping hot. Moreover,
despite ignoring the sign and tak-
ing an extra scoop of meat sauce, it
was still insufficient.
Essentially, if you time it right to
arrive as a new tray is being
brought out and get away with
serving yourself more than the
allotted amount of sauce, this
meal is a very tempting option. If
your stealth mission to outwit the
dining hall savanls is unsuccess-
ful, however, any money saved will
likely be going towards a slice of
Pizza Pizza to appease your dissat-
isfied palate.
Tuesday
A pair of homemade sloppy Joes,
comprised ofsauteed ground beef,
onions, green pepper anda special-
ly seasoned sauce
If your stealth mission to outwit
the dining hail savants is
unsuccessful, any money saved
will likely be going towards a
slice of Pizza Pizza to appease
your dissatisfied palate.
Verdict: Steer clear
Well, you have to give the folks
at the Fresh Food Company props
for embodying stereotypes with
such gusto by including two sta-
ples of the cafeteria experience on
the newly-instituted menu, as
both meat loaf and the Joes make
an appearance. Who among us,
after all, can forget Adam Sandler's
stirring ode to the lunch lady and
her favourite borderline-edible
cuisine brought to us by Saturday
Night Live? For that nostalgic
value alone, this meal finds a com-
fortable niche in the
Tuesday timeslot.
Alas, beyond
that welcome blast
from the past, this
menu option has lit-
tle of value to offer.
The presentation
was enough to dis-
courage many
patrons, as the buns
quickly become
soggy and lose any
preexisting shred of
aesthetic appeal.
For those that manage
to get
beyond the outward appearances
(and they appeared to be few in
number), the taste does little to
dissuade their better sense's initial
aversion. One gets the distinct
impression that the allegedly spe-
cial sauce is nothing more than a
badly overdone tomato paste and
the advertised homemade feel
fails utterly to produce.
Moreover, it's difficult to say if
the meal is sufficient to fill the
average student, as I mercifully
abandoned this dining endeavour
before 1 could finish the second
serving. My hunch is that most
will
have had more than their fill,
though, and even those who like
it
will probably be satisfied as the
portion sizes were at
least
respectable.
Wednesday
Baked cheese manicotti filled with
rlcotta cheese topped with
Marinara sauce and mozzarella
cheese
Verdict: Lacks staying power
Though a step up from my previ-
ous day's dining experience, the
Graphic by Ryan Ferland
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baked cheese manicotti did little
to dazzle. Perhaps ricotta cheese
simply isn't my thing, but
1 found
both the taste and texture bland
and unappealing. The Marinara
sauce and mozzarella cheese were
nice touches, but on the whole,
To those whose meat loaf
sensibilities align more closely
with my own, I suggest you throw
coronary caution to the wind and
douse the glazed loaf in gravy.
the manicotti grows tiresome
quickly, perhaps owing to its over-
abundanceof cheese.
On the plus side, it's a fairly fill-
ing option that could certainly sat-
isfy on occasion, but simply
wouldn't suffice as a weekly staple
of the average student's
diet. For
the second day in succession, my
fountain drink proved to be the
highlight of the meal, which gen-
erally isn't a good sign.
Thursday
Chicken penne primavera served
with a medley of vegetables (vege-
tarian option available)
Verdict: Well worth your while
Thursday proved to be the high-
light of the week, as the chicken
penne primavera left little room
for complaint. While the staff
seemed to be cracking down on
serving size as the week wore on, 1
was able to escape with a heaping
portion that almost fulfilled my
near-insatiable hunger. More to
the point, the creamy sauce was
tremendous. While my first-year
experiences led me
to steer clear of the
dining hall pasta
bar due to famously
watered down
sauces, this was
thick and delicious.
The chicken was
also generously
doled out. Overall, I
was very impressed.
Friday
Homemade meat loaf, home fries
and a vegetable of the day, gravy
optional
Verdict: Surprisingly sound
Now, I'm not a big meat loaf guy.
Though a carnivore to the core,
I've never really been fond of this
ground beef concoction, but I
must admit that I was pleasantly
surprised by the dining hall's ren-
dition of the mediocre musician's
namesake. For those that like meat
loaf to begin with, this should
appease the appetite with ease. To
those whose sensibilities align
more closely with my own, I sug-
gest you throw coronary caution
to the wind and douse the glazed
loaf in gravy.
From a value perspective, this
meal was arguably the best
because it included both home
fries and veggies with no seeming
imposition on quantities. Though
1 imagine we'll see a crackdown in
this respect, my only genuine
regret was not amassing more of
the scrumptious home fries on my
plate.
Final thoughts
Setting aside the quality of the
food, one has to at least give the
dining hall credit for being atten-
tive to student concerns and mak-
ing the initial attempt to make
cheaper food options available.
Though the current menu certain-
ly leaves room for improvement as
the Fresh Food Company works
out the kinks in the coming weeks,
there are a couple value options
that should satisfy.
To Aramark's credit, they acted
quickly in the debut week of the
'Fab 5' to accommodate the vege-
tarians on campus. In addition to
the vegetarian-friendly baked
cheese manicotti on Wednesdays,
both of the other pasta dishes
were quickly adapted to include a
veggie option.
The 'Fab 5' is definitely a mis-
nomer,
but a couple strong
options exist. It will be interesting
to see how the dining hall
responds and adapts the value
menu as student response
becomes clear.
letters@cordweekly.com
Dan Polischuk
.from EATS, page 6
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Editorial
Pax Canadiana?
A stint in England shows Alex Hayter just how much Canada is becoming America
ALEXHAYTER
A&EEditor
I moved here from England last
summer, with the huge optimism
of embracing the Canadianside of
my persona. Having survived my
teenage years
in the great non-
white north of England, I looked
forward to being surrounded by
the rich culture of what I had
always conceived of to be the ideal
country Unfortunately I've been
disappointed.
In England, I found myself
clinging onto the things that I felt
my Canadian personality should
hold. 1 wore hockey jerseys reli-
giously. I ate buttertarts and Lays
barbeque crisps (I mean chips)
like there was no tomorrow. I con-
tinued adoring the Robert Munsch
books of my childhood.
Perhaps these emblems that
idealized my fantastic childhood
have lost their value over time. Or
perhaps through the eyes of a
child, I saw everything in a perfect
point of view.
Moving to Canada, 1 started to
wonder if any of these things that,
for me, characterized Canadaeven
mattered any more. It seemed to
me that the Canada I had remem-
bered had transformed overnight
into
...
America.
Whatever happened to talking
like Canadians are supposed to? I
thought we were all supposed to
sound warm and friendly and say
"eh?" a lot. Instead, it's all "Peace,
homes" and "Yo, 'sup?"
During my first few months of
university, I had trouble under-
standing anything anyone was
saying. But soon I found myself
adapting to this new lexis, despite
my confusion.
If someone pot out their hand to
me in England, or the Canada I
remember, 1 would grip it firmly,
wrap my fingers around theirs
and shake up and down until
satisfied.
Another social obstacle was the
handshake. 1 still haven't come to
grips with it.
If someone put out their hand to
me in England, or the Canada I
remembered, I would grip it firm-
ly, wrap my fingers around theirs
and shake tip and down until sat-
isfied.
Here, there's some kind of com-
plex system. Many of these moves
combine into one: the slap and
slide; the closed-fisted taps; the
thumb changeover; the fist-
bumps ... the list goes on and on.
What the hell do they mean?
Don't pretend like you know. It
actually started out as a gang
handshake, which has really noth-
ing to do with our lifestyles, now
does it?
1 suppose these two changes
aren't really what is important. It's
more the overall cultural depend-
ence on America to provide us
with any sort of lifestyle. Canada
needs to shape up.
Now I'm not
trying to sound
anti-Canadian; I'm
just a man who
loves his country,
and wants it to have
its own personality.
Nor am I trying to
be anti-American;
they have their own
country and they
can keep it there.
While most
Canadians would never identify
themselves with Americans, I'm
getting afraid that the distinction
between us is getting too thin.
What's my solution? I don't
real-
ly have one. But if something's not
done about this we might as well
put down our maple leaves
and
raise star-spangled banners.
leners@cordweekly.com
Emilie Joslin
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Student activism's dilemma
There's
been much debate in these pages lately over the effetive-
ness of Buy Nothing Day.
Some feel it's an empty gesture. Others think it's a useful way to
raise awareness and talk about solutions.
But for the purposes of this editorial, that's neither here nor there.
The Buy Nothing Day debate brings to mind the larger issue of student
activism in general - or perhaps we should say lack of student activism.
Kudos to those trying to make a difference, in any way they can, no
matter how big or small. The problem around here is that it always seems
to be the same people trying to make a difference.
LSPIRG members are Laurier Students Against Poverty members are
Laurier for Peace members. And good for them. But where is everyone
else?
Further into this paper, it's lamented
that few students stopped at a
booth on climate change in the Hall of Fame. Its truly shameful that's it's
so hard to make people care about things that affect them.
Sure, Buy Nothing Day will bring awareness - but for a limited time
only, for most people. Even many of those who do choose to buy nothing
that day will simply defer their purchases and then go about their busi-
ness as usual the very next day. Most people won't give it another thought,
or do anything further.
Any sort of protests, demonstrations or rallies at Laurier routinely draw
very few people. It seems we have the time and energy to pack ourselves
into classes every day and bars every night, but we can't take time out to
make a difference in the world.
As university students, we've been afforded the luxury of spending a
few years learning and developing as individuals. This should also bring
with it the duty to use this knowledge to bring about change where it's
needed.
So next time you're about to rush past a booth on climate change or
poverty or human rights, stop and take a look. You might even find some-
thing you're passionate about or somewhere you can help.
This unsigned editorial was agreed upon by ai leas! livo-thirds of 111e The
Cord's Editorial Hoard and <locs not necessarily reflect the view of The Cord's
volunteers, staffor WI.USI
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Letters to the Editor
No More Posters
Re: Rules Were Meant to Be
Broken:
In regards to the lamenting
about posters not staying up
around campus, I feel that while
the circumstances were unfortu-
nate, the plague of posters around
this campus is a problem that
needs more enforcement, not
compassion.
Posters on glass doors and
painted walls can leave marks and
chip paint, which makes our cam-
pus look like crap. But that's
not
my real complaint, which is
posters
in the stairwells, specifi-
cally the DAWB. There is a very
good reason that campus regula-
tions state that posters are not
allowed in stairwells. If there's a
fire in the building, stairwells are
not supposed to burn. Personally,
I'd rather have a clear stairwell in
case of fire rather than know what
events are going on that Friday.
Mikael Christensen
Buy Nothing Day provides
benefits...
Last week Cord writer Mark
Ciesluk chastized Buy Nothing
Day activists as shallow and self-
ish. "Starting from a position of
'you're wrong and what you're
doing is evil,"' he wrote, "is not a
fantastic way to convince anyone
of anything." You're right Mark.
That's why Buy Nothing Day
activists at Laurier don't do that.
Ciesluk gives a compelling
warning against a sensationalist
Buy Nothing Day where passers-
by are yelled at by a bunch of holi-
er-than-thou fundamentalist hip-
pies. Lucky for the students of
Laurier, such a Buy Nothing Day
does not take place here. If
Laurier's Buy Nothing Day volun-
teers were as presumptious and
condescending as Mark Ciesluk,
then indeed, we would have a
problem.
The Buy Nothing Day organized
by Laurier Students for a Public
Interest Research Group is sym-
bolic; we use the day to raise
awareness about the exploitation
committed by corporations that
Canadians support whenwe shop.
We do this not to stroke our egos,
but because we are compelled to
speak against these travesties. We
seek to halt the damage being
done to people through the pollu-
tion, violence, poverty and disease
that accompany the neo-liberal,
capitalist world order.
So on November 25, let's talk
about alternatives. Let's talk about
them all day long. Stop by the
Concourse for a cup of fair-trade
coffee. Listen to a speech about
the corporatization of university. If
you're compelled, add your photo
to the Million Faces petition for a
small arms treaty. Grab a pam-
phlet about alternative gift ideas.
Have some vegetarian chili.
Engage a volunteer in a discussion
about what Buy Nothing Day
means to them. I think you'll find
us to be both thoughtful and
friendly
If
you do all that and still think
we don't understandthe complex-
ity of issues like sweatshop labour,
the arms trade and urban sprawl
then we'll take your criticism to
heart and
try to do better next
year. If you still think our activities
are shallow and selfish, I'd love to
hear what you think we should be
doing instead.
"The time has come to play up
the many tangible benefits of
environmentalism, human equali-
ty and ethical and sustainable
consumption," Ciesluk's article
concludes. This is exactly what
LSPIRG's Buy Nothing Day does.
David Alexander
President, Laurier for Peace
President, Laurier Activist New
Democrats
...and alternatives
As one of the Buy Nothing Day
activists that Mark Ciesluk cri-
tiques in his recent Cord article, I
am pretty offended by his willing-
ness to so easily pigeonhole those
of us committed to curbing con-
sumption.
While his perspective is not
entirely unjustified (radical
activists are featured in the news
more often than middle-ground
ones), I believe Ciesluk does a dis-
service to both social activists and
himself as a writer by presenting
the situation as being so black-
and-white. His statements are
particularly ironic, however, con-
sidering the presentation that
guest speaker and former WLU
student Mike Borrelli made at
LSPIRG's Buy Nothing Day work-
shop last week. Borrelli criticized
the same kind of activists that
Mark did: ones who chase after
people in the hallways, screaming
at them for wearing Nike and driv-
ing SUVs; scaring people off rather
than meeting in the middle.
Along with many other activists,
I recognize that calling "everyone
who stands in opposition ... igno-
rant or a bad person," is useless
and only succeeds in contributing
to our already negative reputation.
That is why us PlRGies have
worked for the past four years to
find alternatives to these tactics.
In fact, "Alternatives" is the
theme of our BND celebrations
this year,
and it should satisfy even
Mark. We're not trying to preach
emptily to anyone about the evils
of consumerism; we're trying to
provide easy and viable options
that people, even "starving stu-
dents", can employ in order to
become more conscious of the
social, personal, and environmen-
tal implications of their actions.
Nicole Barker
President, LSPiRG
BND Suggestions Welcomed
Where does one begin when
attempting to form a coherent and
articulate rebuttal to an article
that seems to be making defama-
tory and personal comments
about people who are involved in
student activism? It is difficult to
do so without falling into the very
hypocritical trap that the authorof
said article fell into himself: trying
to make intelligent points but
instead resorting to negativity and
name calling. While it may be true
that those involved with Buy
Nothing Day (BND) are "shallow,"
"selfish," "ignorant," "pot smoking
hypocrites," what does it matter?
The issue here should not be
our personal attributes, but rather,
as has been so poignantly pointed
out, the fact that the issues are
complex and there is no grand
solution that will solve all of them.
In order to work towards a realistic
solution we must all stay positive
and focused on creating viable
alternatives where we can be
proactive in creating change
rather than reactive. We must
"play up" the benefits of environ-
mentalism, etc. while thinking
independently, logically and keep-
ing in mind the grave ramifica-
tions of our pronouncements.
Our goal with this campaign is to
do this, while offering people the
opportunity, if they so choose, to
take a step back from our con-
sumer oriented culture and reflect
on the choices that we make with
regards to our unsustainablelevels
of consumption. We are also try-
ing to frame this in a progressive
light by focusing on alternatives to
the consumer culture.
BND is far from perfect: it does
not address all the problems that
we would like and has an arguably
small impact. While 1 wish that it,
as well as other student activism,
could have more of an impact, for
now, I am content with at least
doing something and learning
how to make greater changes, one
small step at a time. If anyone has
any ideas forbetter solutions that
would make greater changes with
the limited amount of resources
available, please let me know as I
am open to suggestions.
Jacob Pries
Rhetorical Bullet
I won't attempt to defend Mark
Ciesluk's tone in his recent col-
umn "Buy Nothing Day is Shallow,
Selfish". He was being purposeful-
ly inflamatory, and to be com-
pletely honest, it should be possi-
ble to see through that.
What must be recognized,
though, is that his letter does give
an (albeit extreme) expression to
fairly widely-held view - that the
activist community at Laurier is
full of bandwagon-jumping, self-
serving hippies.
I'm involved with the Buy
Nothing Day campaign; I know,
for a fact, that the Adbusters band-
wagon
carries little weight with
these people.
The theme this year was widely
agreed to be "Alternatives", for the
very reason that Mark himself
identified: that one day of anticap-
italisl bleating really doesn't
accomplish anything. There is a
difference between a day meant
for reflecting on the impact of our
purchasing decisions (the purpose
of BND at Laurier) and a day of
campaigning to "crush con-
sumerism" or plug any other of
Adbusters' often woolly-headed
agendas. If you honestly believe
that destroying consumerism
should be the goal, well, I for one
share a good bit of Ciesluk's dis-
dain, and you should feel insulted
by his article. If, on the other hand,
you make a critical evaluation of
the facts, and decide that promot-
ing consciousness and resonsibili-
ty trumps ideology (as the vast
majority of campus activists are
intelligent enough to do), then
Ciesluk's rhetorical bullet was not
meant for you.
Josh Smyth
Our 'Styro-dome'
Personally, 1 don't even want to
think of how many Styrofoam con-
tainers our dining hall goes
through in one day alone. All I
know is that my garbage can is
overflowing with used containers
by noon several days a week.
My roommates and I are in our
senior years, but we often find
ourselves grabbing food at the
dining hall, mainly because it's
convenient. Sure, we could sit at
the tables and get the food "for
here," but as most of us can relate,
it's easier - and sometimes neces-
sary - to get food "to go." But every
time I get those oversized
Styrofoam containers, why can't I
help but feel a little bit guilty?
Probably because of the damaging
effects Styrofoam has on the envi-
ronment.
Polystyrene is a petroleum-
based plastic made from the
styrene monomer.
Most people
know it under the name
Styrofoam. The chemicals used in
Styrofoam can be a threat to
human health. A plastic or
Styrofoam cup used for a few min-
utes takes approximately 400 years
to disintegrate! That is just dis-
gusting. Also, toxic chemicals can
seep out of these products into
food. So think twice before zap-
ping your leftovers in the
microwave.
I was ignorantly throwing these
'styro' containers into my blue
box, hoping they'd go away. They
didn't. The Region of Waterloo
Recycling does not accept the
Styrofoam containers as recycla-
ble items. Instead they get
dumped straight into the landfill,
along with millions of other items
that cannot be reused. Toss some
soil on top, plant a few trees and
the rest is history. Problem is, we
are running out of landfill space.
What I don't understand is why
the dining hall even switched to
Styrofoam. The dining hall used to
use plastic take-out containers,
but for some reason they
switched. Could it be due to cost?
Yes, indeed. Earlier this year, I
talked to a manager and she told
me the reason was to save money,
as Styrofoam is much cheaper.
Quelle surprise! I spent some
more time with her and learned
that the dining hall is planning to
implement a reusable container
program where people could take
home a reusable plastic container,
bring it back for washing, and then
filled it up again. Sound like a
great idea? Can you see students
carrying back their dirty dishes?
Plus, I was told this over half-a-
year ago.
What's the solution? My opinion
is that the dining hall already
charges students an arm and a leg
for half-decent food. Their prices
are too high for the food's quality,
yet they are still concerned about
their margins at the expense of the
environment. There are several
other material alternatives that are
worthy of consideration. Plastics
such as Corn plastics are easily
renewable resources, and they
also biodegrade when composted.
I'm not an environmental fanatic,
but I think that some people's
actions are ridiculous and unnec-
essary. There is no "good" reason
why the dining hall needs to use
Styrofoam.
If you are interested in learning
more about Styrofoam and mate-
rial alternatives, you can visit this
website: http://www.earthre-
source.org/campaigns/capp/cap
p-styrofoam.html.
Jennifer Steele
Thou Shalt Not
While perusing the latest issue of
The Cord the emboldened name
"Jesus Christ" popped out at me.
Good, I thought. The name of the
founder of the largest religious
community in the world was being
placed before us. To my dismay, I
soon discovered that this name
was being used to vent a personal
rage. Why, I thought, just this
name?Why not some other name?
Say "George Bush" or "Great
Mohamed" or "Mickey Mouse"?
I came to the conclusion that
the name "Jesus Christ" must be a
very powerful name! One most
people would know. A powerful
rage needs a powerful name to
represent
it. Just any old name
won't do in this case. It is true, of
course, that the name of "God" is
used in a very trivial way by many
people, and religious people too.
But God is perhaps too abstract for
getting our personal rage across.
Apparently, only a human name
will do. Did you ever wonder why
just this particular human nameof
Jesus, like none other, can trump
even the misuse of the name of
God?
In the same issue of The Cord
there is a report on a most despi-
cable piece of graffiti. How should
we writeour rage at such a vicious,
anti-religious, racist act?
Hopefully, not by using a name
highly revered by Muslim and
Christian alike.
To The Cord I would say: how
about using some multifaith sen-
sitivity and respect! After all, we
are beginning to pride ourselves in
being a pluralistic, multifaith
community!
What better time than
Christmas for a deep reflection on
that most powerful of names for
bringing peace and hope to a rag-
ing world?
Graham E. Morbey
Chaplin's Office
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Provisionally starving
artists and students
MARCOSMOLDES
MySo-Called QueerLife
This weekend while at a book
launch, I stumbled across a whole
social stratum that had previously
been unknown to me. To the
untrained eye they may have
looked like hippies who showered
and ironed their clothes, but I
assure you that they are a group
unto themselves: the creative elite.
They make up an interesting
Torontoniansocial class that seem
to be comprised of many of the
same contradictions that under-
graduate students occupy: they
claim to be starving artists but
wear designer eyeglasses and
drink imported beer.
They moan about the sacrifices
they make to do their work but live
in the trendy (and very expensive)
communities of Toronto like
Queen West, The Annex and Little
Italy.
They often work for low pay at
independent bookstores and cof-
feehouses so that they don't have
to "work for the man" while they
work for their art collectives. As
someone at the launch so elo-
quently put it: they are the privi-
leged few who can afford to be
downwardly mobile.
This thought stuck with me and
made me think about the rever-
ence we give to the labels of'starv-
ing artists' and 'students'.
While both groupsclaim to have
no money, trips to the bar seem to
happen with frequency.
Both groups always seem to be
sporting trendy outfits and shoes,
not to mention MP3 players and a
cell phones - all things that cost a
lot of money.
Yet they embrace this trope of
poverty and claim it as part of the
experience of living and working
outside the mainstream with
smugness as thick as the patchouli
oil the hippies marinate them-
selves in.
There is a peculiar arrogance in
the creative elite. If you're not on
the proper e-mail list or out
on the
scene,
it is impossible to learn
about these 'important cultural
events' they stage. If one doesn't
know about the alternative 'it
spots' that comprise the universe
of the cultural elite one cannot
participate. There seems to be lim-
ited participation from people of
colour, people with disabilities or
people who are not in the age
brackets of 18-34. This social class
that claims to be open, diverse and
organic suddenly seems to be a
very closed and elite group who
may not wear designer labels but
scour Kensington Market for that
couth 'hippie chic' look.
Don't get me wrong;
Art collec-
tives and artists serve very impor-
tant cultural functions that should
be applauded. However the holier-
than-thou attitude that pervades
the art scene I can do without.
However, I must admit I treat
the creative elite like a sorority I
desperately want to pledge. Being
a poor artist, much like being a
poor student, carries a fair bit of
cultural power. I want to be a
trendy artist who plays with fin-
ger-paint too, but I want to recog-
nize that while they might claim
they live off rice and beans, they
also drink Starbucks lattes while
talking on their state-of-the-art
cell phones.
Poverty never looked so sexy.
letters@cordweekly. com
Meet me at the coffee shop
Starbucks is more than just a business - it's a piece of our sociocultural fabric
CHRISCOLLIE
TheSpaceBetween
Another new Starbucks has
arrived, this one just across the
street from our fine university.
From a business perspective, I
must admit that it's about time.
The bank that was there previ-
ously had no strong locational
purpose for being there. Such
things can be located anywhere in
the city and people will make the
trip.
Banks command this because
you don't go there very often, since
random ATMs are now every-
where.
Yet this particular Starbucks is
not as big as one would expect,
given its proximity to the thou-
sands of individuals looking for a
place to study right across the
road.
It's certainly not as large as the
expansive dual-level Starbucks
that's inside our local Chapters
just a few stoplights up King
Street.
Other units in the building are
getting bigger right beside it too,
such as the expansionary Pizza
Pizza which purchased the adjoin-
ing unit to make room for more
seating.
I find this interesting. Don't
most people just want to grab a
slice and jet out of there?The place
has no good vibes to lend, and
invokes little but my desire
to
squash hunger.
Yet Starbucks' very nature lends
itself to more seats: it's regarded as
a comfortable and inclusive place
for one to relax outside of home,
and therefore people want to stay
longer, and talk longer.
A place where you can sip on an
Italian coffee and read existential-
ist philosophy with ease. A place
that you don't
want to, or feel the
need to leave anytime soon.
This is an essential distinction
between the two, and very impor-
tant one. Pizza Pizza is a fast food
restaurant, and thus by associa-
tion utterly utilitarian.
Its purpose is to serve me a
rather inexpensive slice of baked
dough covered in various top-
pings, and therefore is not respon-
sible for offering any type of social
service in the process.
If it would make it cheaper, I'd
be fine with ordering my slice
through a drive-thru style hole in
the side of the wall. It can keep its
seats, and its blandly decorated
interior. (There's a McDonald's in
Toronto and Queen & Spadina
that has a walk-up order window
which opens onto the sidewalk,
and it works just fine.)
But Starbucks has far more
responsibility than just providing
a comfortable atmosphere. By its
very nature, it assists in the main-
tenance of our sociocultural fab-
ric, whether it likes it or not.
Regardless of the fact that it's a
private business, on private prop-
erty and with profit-oriented
goals, it's connected to the back-
bone of a healthy and unified
democracy (Note: Habermas, 1 do
not do thee justice).
Even though capitalism did not
draft up the guidelines for such a
role, it's true regardless. Its loca-
tions are where innumerable
aspects of the political, social and
cultural aspects of our society are
discussed and debated. It has a
powerful duty.
For example, it's now a place
where first-year students from
Wilfrid Laurier University will be
going to study and debate con-
cepts presented within their intro-
ductory political science courses.
Generally, such activities don't
occur atPizza Pizza.
The public will be considerate
of its business interests. Yet after
the cafe mocha has been pur-
chased and taken to one's seat, the
financial nature of that transac-
tion becomes long forgotten.
There is a symbiotic relation-
ship between such an establish-
ment and the society that exists
around it. In this case, it's a bal-
ancing act between private and
public interests.
For now, it's alright to continue
mixing the two, as long as this bal-
ance stays intact. At least
this
Starbucks isn't surrounded by
books that you're not allowed to
read within its "designated area'
unless you've just purchased
them.
letters@cordweekly. com
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Otherwise, though, Laurier's
defence was stellar. "We have a bit
of a 'bend, but don't break philos-
ophy,"' explained linebacker
Gavin Cond, who led the defence
with 11 tackles, a forced fumble,
and an interception despite hav-
ing his ribs frozen before the game
just to allow him to play. "You saw
them get a couple drives on us, but
we weren't going to give up the big
play."
Indeed, every time the Axemen
threatened, someone came up
huge. When Acadia faked the punt
on third-and-short, veteran full-
back Dan Mcßride was there for
the crucial stop. When Judd looked
deep to Nielson early in the sec-
ond quarter, Bobby Kootstra came
down with his third interception
of the postseason. And after a
lengthy drive saw the Axemen
make their last push to get back
into the game, defensive co-cap-
tain Jesse Alexander picked off a
pass to completely deflateAcadia's
offence.
On the other side of the ball, the
Hawks aerial attack was on full
display for the first time in weeks,
as Acadia only had the benefit of
seeing game tape from the Hawks'
most recent contests. With run-
ning back Nick Cameron averag-
ing 215 yards/game to this point in
the postseason,
he was clearly
their focal point, and the Axeman
managed to hold him to a modest
97 yards.
No matter. "If one thing's not
working and they're trying to focus
on one thing, then fake it and do
the other," said Cameron of the
team's offensive strategy.
"We're a very versatile team,"
shrugged Hickey, who had 104
yards on three touchdown recep-
tions and 13 yards on two carries.
"To get this far, you have to be bal-
anced."
While Hickey was impressive, it
was Pyear that really shone in the
win, taking player of the game
honours and badly outplaying his
Acadia counterpart. The under-
sized QB was an efficient 15 of 20
for a season-best 329 yards and
four touchdowns, and didn't turn
the ball over once.
Conversely, Judd managed just
19 completions on 35 attempts,
and was picked off four times. The
turnover differential was perhaps
the game's most obvious disparity.
Acadia coughed it Lip seven times,
while the Hawks playecl error-free
football for the second straight
week.
"If you win thatstat, you've got a
heck of a chance to win," noted
Head Coach Gary Jeffries, adding,
"I thought we played as well as
we've played all year."
Acadia bench boss Jeff
Cummins couldn't say the same of
his squad. "We shot ourselves in
the foot," he lamented after the
decisive loss. "We turned the ball
over and we can't afford to do that,
not against a good team like this."
As the first OUA representative
to advance to the Vanier Cup in a
decade, the Hawks may finally
earn some respect on the national
stage. But having drawn the weak-
est Conference winner as their
semifinal opponent, it may take a
win in the December 3rd Vanier
Cup at Hamilton's Ivor Wynne
Stadium to do just that.
Laurier will not be given the
chance to avenge last year's 30-11
loss to Laval, however, as the two-
time defending champion Rouge
et Or fell to the second-ranked
Saskatchewan Huskies 29-27 in a
thrilling Mitchell Bowl in
Saskatoon.
While the Hawks return to the
Vanier Cup for the first time since
defeating Mount Allison for the
1991 title, the Huskies are no
strangers to
the national stage.
They will make their third Vanier
appearance in four years
after
having taken home the Cup three
times in the '90s.
Still, the Hawks remain focused
on what has been their goal all
year. "The team, 1 think, is very
excited," explained Montoya. "We
took that extra step that we could-
n't quite do in '04. Nonetheless,
personally, I ain't satisfied vet. T his
is fun, this is great,
but we'll see
you in 1 lamilton."
Montoya wasn't shy in his pre-
dictions for December 3rd either:
"Our offence will put up points
this Vanier Cup regardless, and we
will keep the other team's score
down regardless. We just keep
doing what we're doing and
its
going to be a long day for
the
opposition." After a brief pause,
he
added, "I'm liking our odds.
I'll
pick Laurier any day of the week."Mike Whitehouse/ www.laurierathletics.com
FORTUNE SHINES ON HAWKS
- Third-year slotback Andy Baechler elevates
amidst double coverage during a 31-10 Uteck Bowl win over Acadia.
Sports
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Mike Whitehouse / www.laurierathletics.com
TWO WEEKS, TWO TROPHIES - One week after hoisting the Yates Cup, stoic bench boss Gary Jeffries sheds a smile amongst
his veteran players moments after winning the 2005 Uteck Bowl.
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Hawks romp their way to Vanier Cup
- from UTECK, cover
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CIS vs. NCAA: The GreatDivide
MARKHOPKINE
SportWriter
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA - There
is an extra down, the field is ten
yards shorter
and the end zones
are much smaller. There are well
over 80,000 bodies in the bleach-
ers and NBC cameras scattered
around the sidelines. This is most
definitely a different brand of foot-
ball - NCAA football, to be precise.
This past weekend, I was given
the opportunity to visit one of the
most storied football schools in
the world, The University of Notre
Dame. After a taxing seven-hour
drive to Indiana, we arrived at our
hotel late on Friday night.
I have heard so much about tail-
gate parties surrounding these
games that 1 was unsure of what to
expect. Would
it be similar to a big
Laurier game where friends would
shotgun a bunch of beers at a
breakfast kegger before a big game
and go to the stadium
a little tipsy?
Definitely not. Try picturing
thousands upon thousandsof fans
spread amongst different parking
lots all over campus. Fans of all
ages were found in abundance,
from young children and alumni
to the current Fighting Irish stu-
dent population.
With barbeques and beverages
aplenty, the fans enjoyed the
opportunity to meet others from
across the nation and enjoy a few
cold ones before heading to the
stadium for kickoff. For those
wondering, yes, my colleagues
and I did represent Canada well
with at least one Rickard's in hand
at all times.
Let me tell you, there are not too
many casual fans at these games
-
a big difference, in my opinion,
from the CIS football that takes
place in our community. It was
evident that the majority of fans in
attendance were there for one
main reason - to see their team
win. A lot of them knew the names
of most of the Notre Dame players
and one could really feel the sense
of pride associated with Fighting
Irish football.
As the home side fell behind 3-0
to the opposing Syracuse Orange
in the first quarter, many fans were
getting restless with the play of
their team. Some fans were shout-
ing at head coach Charlie Weis to
get his team going and taking it to
heart that their top 10-squad was
having trouble with a Syracuse
team that was a 34-point under-
dog on the day.
Notre Dame did manage to fight
back and take the game easily. In
the process, star quarterback
Brady Quinn set a new Fighting
Irish passing record.
With this being their last home
game of the season, many of the
Notre Dame players made a lap of
the stadium to show their appreci-
ation to their fans. The interesting
part about that? It seemed like not
one fan rushed from the stadium
early in an attempt to beat traffic,
as the brisk Indiana breeze
ploughed through and the band of
hundreds marched in celebration
on the field.
The bottom line? I suppose it
would be a gross understatement
to state that NCAA and CIS foot-
ball have their differences - not
only on the field, but also in the
events surrounding the action on
the field.
The Canadian game is definitely
an exciting brand, and we are
lucky to have a top team in the
nation here at Laurier. However,
after visiting the legendary territo-
ry of the Fighting Irish, it makes
me wish that their hallowed foot-
ball atmosphere stretched north
of the border.
Volleyball Hawks thirst for playoffberth
LAUREN MILLET
Cord Sports
1988.That was the last timeWilfrid
Laurier's men's volleyball team
made it to the playoffs.
But Head Coach Shayne White
thinks that's about to change. After
1988, the Golden Hawks took ten
years off from volleyball and since
returning to the sport in 1999, they
have not had a winning season. In
fact, they haven't even come close,
consistently taking residence in
the league's cellar.
Over the past few years, though,
White and his assistant coaches
have been doing some arduous
recruiting, resulting in an influx of
talented
young players.
"I think we have rebuilt to this
point and now we are trying to get
better everyday," explained White.
"We have a good team and we are
learning how to win."
This year, they added live strong
rookies and with all players
returning from last year, it looks to
be a promising collection of skill,
powerand attitude.
The men took to their home
court Wednesday evening against
cross-town rivals, the Waterloo
Warriors. With two wins already
under their belt, Laurier was look-
ing to match last season's win tally
in just their seventh test of the 20-
game schedule.
The first game in the best-of-
five series saw the Warriors jump
to an early lead. After a close bat-
tle, the Hawks were able to
rebound and proved to be victori-
ous, winning the set 25-23.
In the second game,
Laurier was
a powerhouse at the net. They out-
classed the Warriors in every
aspect of the game
and won 25-19.
Thethird game presented a poten-
tial win for the Hawks ifthey could
continue to hold off the Warriors.
At the start of the game, howev-
er, it did not look promising.
Waterloo shot out in front with
several hard spikes at the Hawks
defence. Just as they were begin-
ning to pull away though, Peter
Wigger stepped up for Laurier and
brought his team back to win the
set 25-23, and take the match 3-0.
Wigger was solid at the net
throughout the series, anticipat-
ing and blocking many of the
Warriors' spikes. Jean-Paul Wikerd
was brilliant defensively, returning
many hard hits, and putting away
many balls for the Hawks
with
strong spiking.
Although the team won, Coach
White had reservations. "We
played well in spurts, but we are
disappointed in our overall play"
They would need to take anoth-
er giant step forward as they trav-
eled to Toronto over the weekend
to face the unbeaten Ryerson
Rams and the Toronto Varsity
Blues.
But it didn't happen. They suf-
fered an unfortunate 3-0 loss to
the Toronto Varsity Blues and an
ill-fated 3-1 loss against the
Ryerson Rams.
He is hoping that his team can
learn from the losses and continue
to grow through the remainder of
the season, but the question
lingers: could this be the year that
Laurier breaks its drought and
quenches its thirst for the playoffs?
Jordan Jocius
PLAYOFF BOUND? - Mike Schuurmans (left) and Peter Wigger elevate to block a spike in a win against the Warriors.
SPORTSINBRIEF
Women's V-ball
Hawks climb standings with two wins
Laurier's women's volleyball
team fought through some
early-season struggles to pick up
two much-needed wins this
week. After downing Waterloo 3-
1, they traveled to Brock and
won by the same score. The
Hawks now sit third in the West
at 4-3.
Women's Hockey
Still undefeated after pair of scares
The nation's top-ranked team
was uncharacteristically porous
defensively over the weekend,
but moved to 10-0 nonetheless.
The top line of Fiona Alston,
Candice Djukic and Laurissa
Kenworthy combined for four
goals and eight assists to pace a
7-5 win at Windsor on Saturday.
Rookie defender Andrea
Ironside netted the game-win-
ner on Sunday as the ladies sur-
vived a 3-2 scare from cellar-
dwelling Western.
Men's Hotkey
Hawks still .500 after weekend split
After the undefeated McGill
Redmen dropped the Hawks 5-0
on Friday night, they bounced
back with five unanswered goals
to beat Ottawa 5-2. Third-year
forward James Edgar led the
way with a two-goal game and
the Hawks are still mired in a
divisional dogfight at 4-4-1 -1.
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GOLDEN HAWK
UPDATE
Week of
Nov 21- Nov 27, 2005
11/16/05
W Volleyball 3, Waterloo 1
M Volleyball 3, Waterloo0
11/18/05
W Basketball 52, Carleton 65
M Basketball 74, Carleton 78
M Hockey O/McGill 5
11/19/05
W Basketball 52, Ottawa 55
M Basketball64, Ottawa 78
W Volleyball 3, Brock 1
M Volleyball. 0, Toronto 3
W Hockey 7, Windsor 5
M Hockey 5, Ottawa 2
M Football 31, Acadia 10
Uteck Bowl -
CIS National Semi-Final
11/20/05
W Hockey 3, Western 2
M Volleyball 1, Ryerson 3
UPCOMING HOME GAMES
11/25/05
W/M Basketball vs Lakehead
6:00/8:00PM, Athletic Complex
11/25/05
W Volleyball vs Guelph V
2:00 PM, Athletic Complex
11/26/05
W/M Basketball vs Lakehead
6:00/8:00PM, AthleticComplex
11/26/05
W Hockey vs York
7:30PM, WaterlooRec Center
11/27/05
W Hockey vs Queen's
7:30 PM, Waterloo Rec Center
LAURIER BOOKSTORE
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Ryan Pyear
Men's Footbalb
Laurissa Kenworthy
Women's Hockey
www.laurierathletics.coni
Student Life
Students celebrate diversity
East Meets West's second "Rhythm Nation" featured singing, comedy, a fashion show, dancing and a guest speaker from CARE Canada
ANGELA DEOSARAN
Cord Student Life
Rhythm Nation, an East and West
Indian culture show, took place
this past Friday in front of a sold
out audience in the Maureen
Forrester Recital Hall.
The program was filled with tal-
ented students from the Laurier
community, starting with this
year's Laurier Idol winner, Kristen
Gutoskie, who belted out a a
capella version of "Oh Canada".
Performers danced to a variety
of styles, from classical
Bharatnatyam and belly dancing
to fast body-contorting chutney
dancing. The show also included
singers and featured an East and
West Indian fashion show.
Laurier's Hawk Gurlz, as well as
JD Era rounded out the program.
The show finale showcased East
Meets West's "WICSA Exec." This
group danced to a mix of Indian,
Bhangra and hip hop and will be
putting together a team to repre-
sent Laurier at the Western Culture
Show held in London, Ontario
next March.
The crowd was further enter-
tained by MCs Aneesh Gandhi and
Anish Khithani, collectively
known as "A2". The duo intro-
duced performances while acting
through a themed skit: searching
for their "brides," or even just
"dream dates."
Their brief vignettes included
them playing the "dating game",
getting dressed for their dates in
garbage bins and learning how to
wow their dates with their Indian
dance skills while wearing lengha
skirts.
This year's show maintained its
focus on CARE as guest speaker
Bea Solyom, a CARE Canada
Corporate and Community
Relations Officer from Ottawa,
briefly educated the audience.
"It's really great that students feel
a sense of pride in maintaining
their culture."
-Bea Solyom, CARECanada
She described the efforts of the
organization and went over the
impact of the earthquake which
rocked Pakistan, India and
Afghanistan on October 8.
According to Solyom, the earth-
quake measuring at least 7.6 on
the Richter scale caused massive
devastation, with casualties total-
ing over 70,000 and millions of
survivors left homeless.
Solyom was
clearly impressed
by the talent dis-
played at show.
"It's really great
that students feel a
sense of pride in
maintaining their
culture," she said.
Overall, she was
pleased to see a
community event such as this.
East Meets West estimates that a
minimum of $800 will be donated
on the club's behalf.
Rhythm Nation was initiated to
raise awareness not only for East
Meets West but to celebrate and
grow appreciation for East and
West Indians' diverse and unique
cultures.
Although there are differences,
East Meets West believes that the
rhythm of the drum unites these
ethnicities, as "it is a beat that is
synchronous within our hearts
and souls."
Presented by East Meets West,
this is the second Rythm Nation.
The previous show's proceeds
went to the Red Cross and their
tsunami emergency response
efforts.
Deljeet Banga
TRADITIONAL PUNJABI GIDHA DANCE - Members of the East Meets West club dance in last Friday's Rythm Nation, a culture show that raised $800 for earthquake relief efforts in India and Pakistan.
Ben Thanh: everythingyou
crave in Asianfood and more
With exotic flavours, affordable cuisine, dazzling selection and heaping portion sizes, this is easily K/W's best all-around Asian restaurant
JOSHBOROS
FoodCritic
Ben Thanh was first tipped off to
me by a colleague of mine and
since then it has quickly become
my new favourite restaurant.
It is a wonderful mix of every-
thing that I crave in Asian foods.
Its menu is filled with exotic
flavours, the food is extremely
affordable (even on a student
budget) and the selection is plen-
tiful with huge portion sizes. Best
of all, everything is served piping
hot and lightning fast.
Ben Thanh's menu offers
around 650 different choices.
Granted, a lot of that is slightly dif-
ferent variations of one dish, but
there is still an astonishing selec-
tion.
Among this variety is a mix of
Thai, Vietnamese, Chinese and
just a touch of Japanese and
Western cuisine to give the menu a
terrific multicultural feel.
Some favourites of mine and
highlights of the menu include the
vermicelli bowls (essentially a
salad with marinated rice noo-
dles) and your choice of either a
meat or vegetarian topping. At
$6.95 these can easily make a meal
themselves.
Also very good are the soups, of
which there are around 48 to
choose from. All soups come in
three different sizes ranging in
price from $5.95 to $12.75, and
some come in a smaller size at
$2.95. But trust me on this one and
don't bother ordering the extra
large unless you're sharing with a
group.
Among them is Tom Yum, a light
broth
soup usually made with a
mix of seafood and a fiery red Thai
curry paste. This is a must-try for
anyone addicted to authenticThai
food with a spicy kick.
One final highlight is the selec-
tion of appetizers which range in
price from $3.95 to $7.95. One or
two of thesewill fill you up, though
I'll sometimes order a whole vari-
ety whenwith friends and make
it
into a dim sum-style meal.
After extensive testing, I have
managed to narrow the selection
down to three personal favourites.
They are (in no particular order):
the cyclone shrimp, a tiger prawn
wrapped tight in rice noodles and
deep fried, the sugar cane shrimp
(or Chao Tom), minced shrimp
meat wrapped around a piece of
sugar cane
then grilled; and each
and every one of the rice paper
rolls.
If I do have one complaint, it is
with the drinks. Ben Thanh has,
once again, a huge selection, but
unlike the rest of the menu I've
found these to be rather hit or
miss, and I strongly urge everyone
to avoid the kinds that say
"with
green jelly."
They're not all bad; the freshly
squeezed lime with soda is very
light and refreshing, and the
Vietnamese style ice cappuccino
and espresso are both quite good.
The interior of the restaurant
is
warm and inviting, with
soft
coloured lighting and a pleasing
decor that is just slightly kitchy
without being over-the-top.
The level of service is very much
what you would expect at an Asian
restaurant: prompt and courteous
but not hanging on your coattails,
allowing the diner to enjoy his or
her meal. This alone makes Ben
Thanh an excellent place to bring
friends or a date.
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HOROSCOPES
Happy Birthday Sagittarius!!!
Ahoy Sagittarius! Avast, it's a been a
while since yer hornpipe got some
playin' by a land
lubber. Git yerself to
a bung hole (Phil's) smartly, get a
grog and
drink yerself up. But arrr
matey, be weary of the bilge rats
there; they'll blow ye down and
scrape the
barnacles off yer rubber.
Yarrrrr!
Fair winds to ya.
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec. 2 I)
A fabulous party will come
at your own expense
when the "po-
po" issue you a
ticket of astronomical
proportions for "disturbing
tha peace."
They will then find your drug stash
and drag you away to prison to be
made someone's bitch. You won't
pass go.
You won't collect $200.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-jun. 19)
o
This week you'll find yourself sitting
so perfectly still that a flock of migrat-
ing birds will defecate all over you.
Take it as a sign to get more active. If
you don't, birds will continue to shit on
you.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Your significant other has got a pair of
Clay Aiken tickets and is making you
go. Get a new significant other.
Pisces (Feb. I 9-Mar: 20)
This week you'll drink tea at noon out
of very small cups and feel like royal-
ty. Little do others know that's whisky,
not tea, in your cup.
Aries (Mar. 2 I-Apr. 19)
Confucius once said, "Have no
friends not equal to yourself." But you
have no friends at all. Make some
friends not equal to yourself, if you
can find people that stupid.
Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)
\J
Grab the bull by the balls. I'm not sure
what this means, but apparently if you
rub a bull's testicles your stocks will
skyrocket.
Gemini <May 2 I-June 2. i, \ §
Famous Geminis:
Mr. T
"Left Eye"
Prince
Joan Rivers
Clint Eastwood
Cancer (June 22-july 22}
According to the stars, you caused
global warming. Stop ruining other
people's lives and just go away.
I
Leo <July 23-August 22) 1 ;
Congratulations Leo! You got yourself
a job. Unfortunately you misunder-
stood the job requirements. "Call girl"
really has nothing to do with telemar-
keting.
Virgo /Am?. 23-Sept. 22) '%
- "X
Has anyone ever told you that you are
special? Virgo, you're a straight
shooter with upper management writ-
ten all over you. You're going places
fast in the fast food world.
Libra Sept. 2.3-Oa 22)
Lotto numbers:*
1, 6, 8, 11, 23, 46 and Bonus 13
These are last weekend's lotto num-
bers.
Scorpio (Oct 2 3-Nov 211 "fp
ru
You have no future, you filthy pirate
hookers. Better luck next week.
Michelle Pinehev has been
fabricating horoscopes since the
mid eighties. Her predictions are
accurate to within 3.1 percent, 7 9
times out of 20. She's got skills
ijoujust can't leach, son.
Bottom meet top, top meet bottom
in climate change debate
BRYNBOYCE
ProductionManager
"A lot of people are unintentional-
ly ignorant," muses Sarah Bell, an
executive member of the
EcoHawks, Laurier's environmen-
tal interest group. This week they
hosted a three-day climate change
event in the Hall of Fame to
encourage "people to be aware of
the small impacts they have on the
environment."
Watching the booth for a mere
fifteen minutes was enough to
work out the math. The famed
hallway outside of Wilf's bustled
with activity, but only a fraction of
the speedy students stopped to
talk with the volunteers behind
the crafty booth.
There are precious few issues in
the world that actually apply to
everyone but climate change is
undoubtedly one of them. Even
still, when you sit down and think
about it, climate change doesn't
have a lot of the required elements
of a 'good cause.' It's not dramatic
or sexy. It rarely, if ever, has an
immediate impact on our daily
lives and it doesn't often lend itself
to strong visuals like war or pover-
ty does.
This makes instilling a sense of
urgency in both politicians and
citizens a huge challenge. But
more problematic than any of
these, the issue (and solution) is
fundamentally 'grass-roots.'
Probably more so than any
other issue today - and how exact-
ly do you change how billions of
people live their daily lives?
We're all so concerned about
our complex social environments
that we really don't pay much
attentionto howit connects to our
natural, physical environment.
Polluting is so prolific that its
almost becoming institutionalized
- when you're busy with your
essays, exams, jobs or social life
how heavily does recycling weigh
on your conscience?
Luckily, there will always be the
'cause-heads' who'll protest what-
ever's in vogue (or Adbusters) that
week - these are the people you
can count on to be loud. And on
the other end you have your clos-
et-deniers that won'tbe convinced
that climate change is real until
their Shih Tzu floats away in a
monsoon. Even then, they might
tack it up to faulty dykes.
Most of us lie somewhere in-
between these two extremes, but
the whole spectrum - from Kyoto
supporters to naysayers
- will be
in Montreal next week for the 11th
Conference of the Parties (COP-
-11). This is the conference that
originally spawned the Kyoto
Protocol and brought the climate
change debate to a whole new
level.
No one should be too surprised
if this international conference
fails to put the issue back on our
radar - I mean there's still nothing
dramatic about international
negotiations. Like the EcoHawks
booth, only a fraction of the world
will be stopping by Montreal.
We need change to come from
both ends, from the top and from
the bottom.
Unfortunately the outlook is not
the most encouraging. The
Americans are the primary -
although certainly not the only -
country dragging their feet at the
'top' and most of us 'bottom
dwellers' are dragging ours as well.
Despite the good intentions of
things like emission reductions, it
may well be time to shelve the
concept in favour of something
new. If some countries won't agree
to legislate their way to emissions
reductions, then the slack has to
be picked up at the bottom end.
COP-11 needs to spend the bulk
of its time working toward devel-
oping cheap, accessible, green
energy and consumers need to
buy into the technology'.
There's no use pontificating
about how so-an-so isn't doing
their part - whether they're a
nation or an individual. Doing
your part has to be blended seam-
lessly into our economy and our
culture.
Then someday you might even
see a class of Laurier business stu-
dents marketing a SmartCar rather
than a Chevy Cobalt.
letters@cordweekly. com
Bryn Boyce
ECO HAWKING THE ENVIRONMENT - It's Climate Change Awareness Week in the Hall
of Fame.
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Sudoku
HOW TO PLAY : Fill in the blank squares so that each row/column and each
block of nine includes the numbers 1-9.
Last Week's Answers
CROSSWORD
Horizontal:
I. Old timey pharmacist
7. What you breathe
8. Goat offspring
10. As compared with odd
11. Angry, hostile
14. To touch or intuit
15. Big cat, has a mane
16. Like a motel, but rural
17. To pass off as genuine, valu-
able, or worthy
19. Do this with your eyes
20. As compared to 'too little' or
'too much'
21. Directed the counteroffensive
at Stalingrad
23. To endure; to abide
26. To draw or bring out; elicit
27. Up to a specified time; thus far
29. Not quiet
31.A companion or spouse
32. Words that accompany a song
34. Someone who tells lies
35. Used in roofing
36. A space equal to half the width
of an em
37. A lute player
Vertical:
1. To recite Jewish liturgical
prayers
2. Canadian insurrectionist who
organized the metis settlers of the
Red River valley
3. Keep dead people in it
4. Of or relating to Gaul
5. Alpine or cross-country
6. To quiver; to vibrate; to veer
about
9. A raised platform
10. Even, by Shakespeare
12. You have 10, and I am not talk-
ing fingers
13. To drain energy or strength
from
14. 3rd level spell in D&D that
causes a ball of fire
17. A pathological amnesiac con-
dition during which one is appar-
ently conscious of one's actions
but has no recollection of them
after returning to a normal state
18. Type of GMC SUV
22. Forming or having a tube
24. Not a girl
25. A circular, domed, portable
tent used by nomadic peoples of
central Asia
27. An agent of fermentation
28.Error, mistake
30. Don't touch that
31. Finnish people or five dollar
bills
33. Calgary Rugby Union
34. Hawaiian flower necklace
Weekly
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Win The Cord's Sudoku contest by jm
successfully completing the puz- ■■■
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zle and bringing it down to the
WLUSP offices (basement of
MacHouse) to claim one of two S
prize paks courtesy ofDollar
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Adventure! Teach English Overseas.
Fringe Festival Auditions WLUSP Annual
TESOL Certified
5 days In-class, Online or Wf
d
-
N° v-
3°' 1 " P m &A2Ol
by Correspondence. Overseas Job
Thurs. Dec. 17-10 pm BAIOI
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Guaranteed.
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International
Franco: fallen but not forgotten
WLU prof Marta Marin, a survivor of Francisco Franco's
brutal regime, was touched by his commemoration
MARY ERSKINE
Cord International
Living in a liberal democracy,
most Canadians couldn't imagine
life under a dictatorship.
For Marta Marin, a professor in
the Languages and Literature
department here at Laurier, mem-
ories of living under Francisco
Franco's dictatorship in Spain will
always be an important chapter in
her life's history.
Marin described where she was
when Franco died, after the
announcement came from the
school director, her class fell into
a hushed silence
To see four students from WLU
and some from the University of
Waterloo take upher suggestion to
commemorate the 30th anniver-
sary of the deathof
Franco and the
fall of the dictatorship in Spain
brought her immense gratifica-
tion.
She was very pleased with the
effort put forward by the students
who compiled and presented dur-
ing the event and challenges oth-
ers to become more aware of the
struggles of others.
"[The event] was not only
important for me, but it is impor-
tant to
pass [on] the memories of
those who were affected by the
dictatorship," she said.
Last Tuesday, a modest but
attentive audience gathered to
hear two perspectives on this
oppressive time, which lasted
from July 1936 until November
1975.
Students Diana Figueroa, Ania
Pytka, Agnes Bijos and Antonieta
Enriquez reminded the audience
of a time in Spain when criticism
meant treason and
the National
Movement of Spain
was the only legal
political party.
The students
also brought in vari-
ous examples of
expression through
art as a way of making
one's voice heard dur-
ing this period. Various singers,
poets and artists, including Pablo
Picasso, were perhaps at their
most creative when they reacted
to being repressed by the state,
producing epic pieces such as
Picasso's Guernica.
Today, these works act to pre-
serve a memory of a time almost
forgotten. Marin noted that there
wasn't even anything being done
to commemorate this date in
Barcelona, let alone Canada. For
these students, it is important for
them to do their part to remember
such a time.
Marin used her personal per-
spective to compliment the histor-
ical and artistic portrayal of this
era by describing where she was
the day that Franco died. Sitting in
her classroom in high school, she
remembers the phone call from
the director at her school and left
the room in a hushed silence. She
metaphorically compares the day
to present-day Spain.
The period between 1975 and
today outlines a generation of
Spaniards still trying to recover
and struggling to have theirstories
heard and remembered.
Marin, now a Canadian citizen,
arrived in Canada four years ago.
While she loves Canada for its
multiculturalism and acceptance,
she feels that the understanding of
various cultures should run deep-
er.
"It is through inhumanity," says
Marin, "that we can discover
humanity."
BrandonCurrie
STILL AN ICON - A bronze bust of Spanish dictator Francisco "Generalisimo" Franco stands in El Museo del Ejercito
in Madrid. Last week marked the 30th anniversary of his death, and was commemorated at Laurier.
Protest in Fort
Benning draws
record crowd
16,000 gather to protest the School of the Americas
and to speak up for those tortured by its graduates
KYLE BOULDEN
Cord International
Last week in Fort Benning,
Georgia, a record 16,000 protesters
gathered to call for the close of the
US Army's Western Hemisphere
Institute for Security Cooperation
(WHINSEC). The institute, previ-
ously known as the School of the
Americas (SOA), has been accused
of training soldiers who have gone
on to commit human rights abus-
es in their respective countries.
The US government claims that the
schooi has only provided
education and training which in no
way led to human rights violations
The School of the Americas was
created by the United States in
1946 in order to train military and
security personnel from South
and Central American countries. It
was originally based in Panama
but moved to Fort Benning in
1984. More than 60,000 soldiers
have graduated from the school,
including 10,000 from Columbia.
Some of the most vocal opposi-
tion to the School of the Americas
comes from an organization called
School of the Americas Watch
(SOAW). SOAW has organized
protests at Fort Benning and
around the world. The organiza-
tion has been credited with influ-
encing the
Venezuelan gov-
ernment's decision
to withdraw its sol-
diers from the
school earlier this
year.
Protests are
held at Fort
Benning every
November to commemorate the
1989 slaying of six Jesuit priests in
HI Salvador. A US congressional
investigation found that some of
those responsible had been
trained at the SOA. A United
Nations investigation into the
1989 assassination of Archbishop
Oscar Romero in El Salvador
found that 19 of the 26 soldiers
involved in the killings had been
trained at the SOA.
During the Cold War, the United
States government became noto-
rious for supporting military gov-
ernments in South and Central
America. Soldiers from many of
these governments, including El
Salvador, Nicaragua and Bolivia,
were trained at the school.
The US government claims that
the school has only provided edu-
cation and training to its gradu-
ates and that in no way did that
training lead to human rights
abuses. Lee Rials, a spokesman for
the institute, recently stated,
"There is not one example of any
person taking a course at the
school... who later used that infor-
mation to commit crimes."
Critics, however, allege that the
School of the Americas has trained
graduates how to kill, kidnap and
commit terrorist acts. The school
has been dubbed by some as the
"School of Assassins", in reference
to the fact that several of its gradu-
ates have been implicated in noto-
rious human rights abuses.
And there is evidence to support
these accusations. In the mid-
-19905, so-called "torture manuals"
surfaced that were claimed to be
part of the School of the Americas'
curriculum. US officials have
denied the accusations, but the
issue has recently resurfaced amid
renewed allegations of the use of
torture by the United States' Army.
Earlier this year, Democrat
James McGovern of the US House
of Representatives introduced a
bill calling for the school to close,
and an investigation into the cre-
ation and use of the torture manu-
als.
Contributed Photo
SCHOOL'S OUT FOR EVER - Protesters of the SOA rally outside the Department of Justice in Washington, DC.
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Cohesive to one
culture, divisive
to humanity
Does learning history lead to racism?
Richard Togman attributes cultural ignorance to a
narrow knowledge of humanity's past
RICHARDTOGMAN
CordInternational
The concept of history is designed
to divide us from others.
We do not learn the history of
the world, or even of the great civ-
ilizations, but only of those whom
we define as being a part of some
linear progression of "us" from the
ancient to the modern.
We came from them and our
society exists as it is because of
them. But, in reality, the intercon-
nectedness of all is quite exten-
sive. This is truer today as the
world is being brought closer
together and the influences that
shape our understanding of the
world and our identity stem from
all corners of the earth.
Instead of constructing a narrative
that includes some while excluding
others, why not learn the life of all
past peoples and derive a common
history of the earth and humanity?
Instead of constructing a narra-
tive that includes some while
excluding others, why not simply
learn about all past peoples, both
"civilized" and "barbaric", and
derive a common history of the
earth and humanity? Can we not
learn about ourselves from the
ancient Chinese dynasties and the
tribal customs of the Ibo as well as
from the kings of Britain and
France?
Conceptions of identity lie at
the heart of this construction as
we define ourselves as Western or
European, as opposed to mem-
bers of humanity.
This directly impacts how we
interact with our fellow man. It
shapes our conception of thosewe
interact with today as either being
a part of our history or alien to it.
Perceptions of a shared past
form the foundations of our
shared future. Howwe understand
and relate to our history, or the
segments thereof that we are
taught to identify with, dictates
howwe treat members of human-
ity today - either as a brother in
our evolution or as an alien and
not belonging. The conception of
people as being different from us
originates in our understanding of
our past.
These historical constructions
leadto the 'clash ofcivilizations' as
the heirs of these restrictive histo-
ries compete for dominanceof the
future narrative.
Does the West emerge tri-
umphant, continue its path of
glory and defeat the narrative of
the Chinese as the vanguards of
history?
When we begin to conceive of
ourselves as part of a wider culture
of humanity, we become aware of
the triviality of our identity as a
nation and the artificially restric-
tive conception of our brothers in
arms. We must shed this narrow
provincialism and begin a true
education as members of the
human race.
In NineteenEighty-Four, George
Orwell proclaims, "He who con-
trols the past, controls the future."
It is this power, the power of iden-
tity construction,
which allows
those in power to
shape percep-
tions of the world.
We must tear this
power from the
hands of the bour-
geois elite and
educate ourselves
into a brother-
hood of man.
Until we share a past, we can never
share a future. Thus the control
over the construction of a histori-
cal narrative serves as perhaps the
most influential power a state can
have.
The worldwide forces narrow-
ing and restricting historical iden-
tity have been amplified in the lat-
ter part of our modern history.
First, the proliferation of new
states has created an artificial
necessity for the construction of a
past that is separate and unique
from those around it. This is
designed to build a nationalist and
separatist culture which can sup-
port and justify those in newly-
found power. Second, the recent
division of the world into "terror-
ist" and "non-terrorist" cultures
further masks and distorts the
synthetic divisions that have been
created.
We need to stop holding the
hand that oppresses us and
engage in a true understanding
and education of our history and
create a universally valid identity.
Only then can we move from a
state of conflict and strife to one of
harmony and social cohesion.
letters@cordweekly.com
Contributed Photo
A HISTORY OF WHITE POWER - Having seperate histories unneccesarily categorizes us, when one unified narrative
would make for a more cohesive world, says Richard Togman.
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Write for Cord International:
Ifyou don't, Tony will cry himself to sleep with a towel under
his d00r... tferguson@cordweekly.com
Canada Research Chair in i#g|
International Human Rights
STUDENT INTERNSHIPS IN
HUMAN RIGHTS
The Canada Research Chair in Internationa! Human Rights (Rhoda E.
Howard-Hassmann, Chair holder) sponsors a summer internship in human
rights. The Chair will provide up to $6,000 each for two students in the
summer of 2006. The funding is to cover internship expenses such as
travel and living expenses; there is no salary. Wilfrid Laurier University
students who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents and are cur-
rently in 3rd or 4th year are eligible for this internship. Students may not
participate in an internship in a country of which they are citizens, except
in Canada.
For the summer of 2006 applicants may choose one of three opportunities:
- The Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions: Ghana, Brazil or
South Africa
- Defence of Children International - Costa Rica Mission
- Self-generated Internship, at the discretion of the Chair holder
and internship Committee
Information on these organizations as well as application information
can be found on Dr. Hassmann's website at http://hassmann.wlu.ca.
Look for the internship link.
For more information, and detailed instructions on how to apply,
contact Wendy Webb, wwebb@wlu.ca or 884-0710, extension 3185.
Applications are due by email to Wendy Webb
(wwebb@wlu.ca) by January 3, 2006. Applicants will be
notified of the final decision by February 15, 2006.
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|§112 Costa Rica ESf Mexico
and more great ail inclusives for studentsl
Holiday Flights Still Available fWf 2006 SWAP 5
Book Today! Brochures Now
In! i
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A&E: Films
Film Review
Potter wars: revenge of the siss
A&E Editor Alex Hayter was an extra in the first Harry Potter movie. Years later he returns to face the demons of his past
ALEX HAYTER
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Harry Potter movies are quickly
evolving into their own film genre.
Self-contained, they provide
hours of entertainment for con-
tented viewers who ask for noth-
ing more than to have their heads
filled with quirky tales of wands,
wizards and dragons. Because of
this, it's getting harder to critique
the films; is it really fair to com-
pare
them to anything else?
I suppose we could pull apart
the acting; it's weighed down by
hordes of child-actors but elevat-
ed by small roles from seasoned
thespians. We have to see Ron's
(Rupert Grint) warped face with-
out being able to punch it. Then
there's the repetitive musical
score, twinkling our brains into
insanity.
But beyond this, the Potter films
succeed in re-creating J.K.
Rowling's fantasy world to a tee.
And The Gobletof Fire is no excep-
tion.
But let's get back to the thespi-
ans. If the Harry Potter posse of
directors (Columbus, Cuaron and
now Newell) know one thing, it's
that famous actors are always a
recipe for success. Especially if
they're acclaimed British ones.
Take a deep breath: Michael
Gambon, Maggie Smith, Alan
Rickman, Timothy Spall, Jason
Isaacs, Robert Hardy and Gary
Oldman.
The Goblet of Fire adds to this
roster Irish rogue Brendan
Gleeson, who you might remem-
ber as King Menelaus in Troy.
Needless to say, he plays auror
Mad Eye Moody with an authen-
ticity you can taste. Miranda
Richardson of Blackadder fame
makes a fantastic Rita Skeeter,
journalist for The Daily Prophet
(not available on campus). Let's
not forget Ralph Fiennes as
Voldemort, utterly convincing and
terrifying. It's as if the English
Patient turned into Hannibal
Lecter.
If there's any casting that has
gone wrong, it's Stanislav lanevski
as quidditch celebrity Victor
Krum. Hermione, who still looks
about 12, is supposed to be
romantically involved with him? R
Kelly eat your heart out. Enough
said.
At the ball, there are also cheeky
cameos from Pulp singer Jarvis
Cocker and Radiohead's Johnny
Greenwood. Potter movies are so
attuned toBritish culture that they
provide a refreshing escape from
Hollywood's hegemony.
And the visuals are still stun-
ning. The Scandinavian school's
submarine/wooden ship looks
amazing on the big screen, as do
the various dragons of the Tri-
Wizard Tournament.
In the end, if you didn't like the
other Potter films, thenyou've still
got no reason to like this one.
It's not really all that better than
its prequels, but like the books, it's
hopelessly addictive, compelling
and pleads with the viewer to keep
watching. Let's forget our cyni-
cism and just enjoy the damn
thing.
Contributed Photo
An unreal reaction to The Real Toronto
FRAZER HOGG
CordA&E
Filmed over the summer of 2005,
The Real Toronto was released in
August with the intention ofshow-
ing Torontonians what living in
some of the city's most notorious
neighbourhoods is really about.
The discl aimer at the start of the
DVD makes clear that the produc-
tion's
purpose is not to glamour-
ize violence but instead to "bring
awareness to some of the issues
that people in certain areas of
Toronto have to deal with every
day."
The film acts as a video journal
for viewers taking them through
the city's most infamous neigh-
bourhoods including Jane &
Finch, Parkdale, Rexdale and Black
Creek. Interviews conducted with
gang members, drug dealers and
some of the realest street rappers
tn Toronto" provide a real life look
mto
some of the most pressing
s°cial issues that Toronto faces
today.
In light of these issues I found
many of the responses that The
Real Toronto generated from the
city's public to be troubling. Teens
featured in the production have
been written off by many as public
enemies while very little consider-
ation has been given to the trou-
bled areas where many of them
have grown up.
Parts of the documentary are
shocking. The film bolsters its
street credibility with video clips
of pre-pubescent teenagers bran-
dishing pistols and machine guns
on camera. "You gonna get it
nigga!" says one youngster waving
a pistol before the screen. And just
to prove that the guns are the real
deal, shots are fired off in local
parks.
As expected, the movie generat-
ed some buzz within the GTA.
Some see its content as glamour-
ization of the thug look that has
become popular amongst today's
youth. Superintendent Gary Ellis
of Toronto Police's 42nd stressed
that the "gangster lifestyle that
comes out of Los Angeles is a fan-
tasy lifestyle that has stark and
dire consequences".
A somewhat different response
came from Scarborough City
Councillor Michael Thompson.
He believed the video underlined
a problem that the city has been
trying to deal with for years as its
content validated "the issue that
... there's a lot of people in the city
ofToronto with guns."
So, a video depicting teens from
all over Toronto waving machine
guns gets released and the minds
of the mega city are only capable
of coming up with one answer -
that there are too many guns in
Toronto and these kids just want
to be more gangster than the oth-
ers. Scary. Isn't the fact that these
young teenagers are buying and
using military-issued rifles to kill
each other kind of fucked up in the
first place?
After watching The Real Toronto
any semi-conscious viewer should
find that, despite all the 'holla
holla' talk and gun flaunting, there
are more serious, underlying
social issues behind the guns -
drug abuse and poverty come to
mind. However, poverty has been,
and remains today, one of the
city's biggest problems.
Currently, one in three children
residing in Toronto are considered
to be living below the poverty line.
Even worse, low income neigh-
bourhoods often provide little-to-
no creative outlets for youth. One
teen from Black Creek asks, "What
the fuck we supposed to do. Ain't
no rec centre! Ain't no exercising!
Ain't no basketball! Niggas ain't
got nothing to do. Nothin' but
bitches, money and cars."
In anotherscene, a Scarborough
native tells of the struggles he
went through simply to get bas-
ketball hoops installed for his
community's youth.
The number of Toronto neigh-
bourhoods considered to be living
below the poverty line has
quadrupled in the last two
decades. Canada is ranked 17th of
24 industrialized countries in its
treatment of impoverished chil-
dren. Kids are left with fewer and
fewer places to turn as rapper J-
Staxx from lane and Finch points
out, "if you
aint a drug dealer
you're a bailer, If you aint a bailer
you're a rapper."
The Real Toronto should, if
nothing else, be a wake up call for
Toronto's public figures. Blaming
the city's youth problems on
Biggie Smalls and 8 Mile isn't
going to cut it anymore. More
emphasis needs to be taken away
from stopping gang violence and
put
into stopping the problem at
its root.
Social programs such as the
National Child Benefit and the
National Children's agenda are
good steps being taken on a coun-
try-wide scale, but need to have
Toronto-specific equivalents.
These youth repeatedly call out
for recreational outlets and, like
anyone else, they need and
deserve access to them in their
own communities.
Housing superintendents, com-
munity groups and the city itself
need to work together to build
both basketball courts and effec-
tive community support systems.
Toronto is a mega city with even
bigger problems - and its hard to
justify expanding further if these
problems aren't being dealt with
at their root.
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Spoken word: a
living poet's society
ALEX HAYTER
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Spoken word poetry is one of the
fastest growing artistic phenome-
na of the 21st century. Both a
movement and a state of mind, its
conscientious values are quickly
providing an intellectual alterna-
tive to the judas of art that is
gangtsa rap.
Brendan McLeod,. a University
ofWaterloo grad, is at the forefront
of today's Canadian spoken word
poetry, renowned as the top SLAM
poet in Canada. Touring across
Europe, he took some time to
answer a few questions about
himself.
When asked what inspires him
to write poetry, his answer was
simply, "Everything that sends a
spark ... All you need to write
poetry is discipline and passion; it
is a very visceral and immediate
art form."
Spoken word poetry might
seem a strange career choice, but
for McLeod it was a natural move.
"I always wanted to be a writer,
but Ld never really heard of spo-
ken word.
"My favourite writers, with a few
exceptions, havewritten their best
works in the later stages of their
lives
....
Novel writing and page
poetry takes a
bit more maturity
and wisdom."
After graduating from UW,
McLeod moved to Vancouver
where he got his "head blown up"
by the huge spoken word scene.
"There is some serious badass
talent, at least 20 amazing poets all
living within blocks of each other
who recite to hundreds of people
every night. I had to get involved,
so I rushed the stage one night and
took it from there."
McLeod's career had a whirl-
wind start. Soon came various
competitions, including 2004's
SpokenWordlympics and 2005's
Grand SLAM championship.
Despite stiff compeitition,
McLeod came out on top.
"I actually found it almost hard-
er to win the SLAM title in
Vancouver than I did to win the
nationals, because the talent in
that part of Canada is so huge.
"It is unfortunate to compete
withother artists, though the good
thing about the SLAM is there is so
much energy and such big crowds
that you really get the most juice
out of your performances."
At the moment, McLeod is on
tour in Europe with The Fugitives,
a poetry super-group that fuses
spoken word with music.
"We have beatbox, accordion,
guitar, piano, melodica, harmoni-
ca, all kinds of stuff accompanying
the poetry."
McLeod's solo work is equally
diverse and he looks forward to a
personal tour: "For the show in
Waterloo I am going to be joined
by an old bassist friend of mine,
Brian Nelles, who actually played
in the first band I ever formed.
Hopefully therewill be some other
guest musicians as well."
But what of McLeod's aspira-
tions as a literary writer?
"I'm planning a one-man play
soon, so that should hopefully be
the first bridge between spoken
word and fiction."
Catch McLeodat the Raintree Cafe
this Friday night.
Contributed Photo
TEMPER TANTRUM - Brendan McLeod, an acclaimed spoken-word poet, performs at the Raintree Cafe this Friday
Arctic Monkeys
invade Canada
ALEX HAYTER
Arts & Entertainment Editor
The Arctic Monkeys have already
taken the UK by storm. With tales
of teenage
British life and infec-
tious rock tunes, they are fast
becoming the newest Britpop
icon.
The band's success can be
attributed to their loyal fan base.
They are one of the first bands to
achieve massive popularity
through free legal downloads.
In their early days, EPs were sold
or handed out, and their music
spread like wildfire in England's
concrete jungle.
But will North America catch
the fever caused by these Sheffield
lads? Judging by last Monday's
performance at Lee's Palace, it
won't take long.
Shyly emerging onto the stage,
four teens looking younger than
most of the audience introduced
themselves as TheArctic Monkeys,
speaking with thick northern-
British accents.
The show started with the ener-
getic "View From the Afternoon",
showcasing the charming lyrical
content of The Arctic Monkey's
songs. The band is best described
as a cross between The Libertines
and The Coral, but this doesn't do
much justice.
Next came the ferocious "1 Bet
You Look Good on the
Dancefloor", which really got the
boys and crowd into action.
The set was full of highlights
that were constantly accompanied
by spirited crowd-singing.
Because of the availability of their
songs, this came as no surprise,
but was met with smiles from the
band members.
Amidst tunes such as "Scummy
Lad" and "Dancing Shoes", the
band also unveiled a new untitled
song, labelled simply "about a girl
in a band". Though somewhat
weaker than the other tracks, it
proved a success to the appeased
audience.
Finale "A Certain Romance"
proved to be the ultimate live
anthem for the band, with its
drum-solo start and tension-
building guitars. Half ska, half pop
and with witty commentary like
"there's only music so that there's
newringtones," it's a Britpop clas-
sic.
The show was short but sweet,
without an encore. When a band
plays every song they have (with
the exception of "Mardy Bum"),
and when they're this big, you get
the feeling that you've witnessed
something special. It's just a mat-
ter of time before we hear their
addictive tunes everywhere on
this side of the Atlantic.
Read Cord Arts & Entertainment
or Vanilla Ice will kill again
Alex Hayter
CHEEKY MONKEYS - Singer/guitarist Alex Turner and guitarist Jamie Cook at The Arctic Monkeys' show
in Toronto.
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Video Game Review
Gamecube's Starfox
Assaults self-esteem
JULIAN PANCOTT
Copy Editor
The last Starfox game
I ever played
was for SNES, since I didn't own
the N64 console and heard bad
things about Starfox Adventures.
But I heard that Assault
was much more like the original
and N64 versions, so I borrowed it
from a friend to try it out.
I have now verified two things
about myself. I will never be a pilot
of any aircraft for fear of killing
myself and thosearound me, and I
take my performance in video
games very personally. I have
never taken so long to pass a level,
and looked so troubled doing it as
I did whenplaying Assault.
Keeping up with different mis-
sions, each of which seemed to
change almost halfway through
was impossible for me. It was as if
General Pepper wasn't really sure
what the Starfox team was sup-
posed to do. I would love to give
you an overview of the story as
well, but I'm not really sure what it
is. It starts out with the team chas-
ing Oikonny to a planet, then
fighting an Aparoid, then Pigma
steals a memory unit from an
Aparoid. I guess the point is to
stop the Aparoids, but deal with
other minor enemies along the
way.
Maybe it's not fair to compare it
to the original Starfox but I miss
the map that shows you how far
you've come and how much fur-
ther you have to go.
The graphics of the game are a
little hit and miss. The video clips
are smooth and crisp, with beauti-
ful colours and scenery well-por-
trayed, immersing you in the
outer-space/alien world.
Much of the game play is refined
and clean-looking too; however,
shadows are poorly done and
some scenes lack definition to
make spotting enemies easier. I
became very dependent on the
crosshairs turning red to notice
enemies.
Which leads me to my next
point: the controls were very diffi-
cult for me to use. You are given
the option of choosing between
three setups, all of which can be
inverted. I found aiming excruci-
atingly difficult, since it is con-
trolled by the analog control stick
along with direction.
The other issue is that depend-
ing on the vehicle, your controls
change. In theArwing you fire with
A, but in the Landmaster you fire
with R, and on foot, you change
weapons with A and fire with R. I
kept accidentally changing
weapons as enemies approached.
I also found that the level of sen-
sitivity of the analog stick changed
depending on the vehicle. The
Arwing was so sensitive that it
changed paths in a heartbeat,
whereas the Landmaster was frus-
tratingly slow to manoeuvre.
I was happy to see the return of
many of the characters from the
SNES and N64 versions. I also like
the return to a style more reminis-
cent of SNES and N64, but I'm still
no good at flying any sort of air-
craft. Overall, the gameis good for
those who can handle the con-
trols. If you have mastered Rogue
Squadron or Halo controls, you
will probably enjoy it much more
than I did.
Album Review
The Mars
Volta attack
with live CD
DRU JEFFRIES
Cord A&E
I had some reservations aboutThe
Mars Volta releasing a live album.
They're one of the most chal-
lenging and rewarding bands cre-
ating music today and I love their
albums to death, but they also
have a reputation for being a tad
self-indulgent in their live per-
formances, often dedicating an
entire hour-long set to performing
two or three songs.
This album lists six songs on its
track listing. And as it turns out,
the first track, "Abrasions Mount
the Timpani", is merely an intro to
"Take the Veil Cerpin Taxt".
Turns out that my fears were
unfounded.The five songs (spread
across twelve tracks) certainly dif-
fer from their studio counterparts
significantly enough to warrant
inclusion on a separate record,
and they're at least equal to them
in musical quality and expansive-
ness.
The album opens with a seven-
teen and a half minute version of
"Take the Veil Cerpin Taxt", which
was the final track on 2003's De-
Loused in the Comatorium.
Without the harmonies from the
album, Cedric Bixler-Zavala's
vocals (1 swear this guy has
to be a
eunuch or something) are striking
enough to make Geddy Lee blush
with insecurity.
"Concertina" is fairly consistent
with its performance from the
band's debut ER Tremulant. The
atonal guitar solos, a Mars Volta
trademark, are especially mind-
boggling in this track. It's followed
by "Haruspex", which is a surpris-
ingly listenable noise jam.
A forty-three minute version of
"Cicatriz" closes out the album. Is
it self-indulgent? Of course it is; it's
a forty-three minute rock song. Is
it a musical journey worth taking?
Yes. Absolutely.
The Mars Volta are a band that
seems to have some otherworldly
musical connection within its
members; they're in tune with
each other on a plane other than
tonality. Scabdates flows so natu-
rally that I almost wonder if they
need set lists; it seems that they
could just start playing, and they'd
all know what to do.
Laurier's Opera Excerpts an impressive show
DARRYL CREMASCO
Cord A&E
Other than the beards, Friday's
Opera Excerpts concert was any-
thing but hairy.
Students and faculty alike
enjoyed some amazing vocal and
dramatic talent, as the music fac-
ulty hosted its annual Opera
Excerpts concert in the Theatre
Auditorium last Friday.
Staging sizable selections from a
variety of popular operas, the
ensemble of singers showcased a
vast array of styles and moods.
The show began with an excerpt
from the first act of Mozart's Cosi
fan tutte. I enjoyed the hilarious
antics of the bickering Fiordiligi
and Dorabella, performed respec-
tively by Jessica Lalonde and Erica
Iris
Huang. It was quite impressive
to see this duo rhyme off some
super-fast Italian.
The second number was an
excerpt from Jules Massenet's
Werther. With a few simple atmos-
pheric alterations - most notably
the lighting up of the ultra-tacky
electric candle chandelier - we
were suddenly taken to a cozy
rural home near 18th century
Frankfurt on Christmas Eve, where
two sisters, Sophie and Charlotte,
mingled about the fickleness of
love.
Moving away from romance
and into the realm of the very
weird, Stravinsky's The Rake's
Progress featured a much larger
ensemble, performing as passers-
byer at an auction. Brandon Leis
was all charisma in his perform-
ance as Sellem, the auctioneer.
In scene two of the third act,
Kristina Pettit and Jean-Pierre
Ouellet gave one of the most cap-
tivating performances of the
evening. The dreamlike music of
Anne Truelove's lullaby blended
well with the eerie silhouettes cre-
ated by the lighting, while the cho-
rus of madmen provided a some-
what unsettling musical commen-
tary.
Following intermission, we
heard the entire first act of
Mozart's Le Nozze diFigaro. All the
characters were marvelously and
colourfully portrayed, especially
the pouting Cherubino, per-
formed by Beth Bayley. Daniel
Lichti also played a very convinc-
ing old Don Bartolo.
As the focus for the evening,
Music Director Emily Hamper
explained why Mozart was select-
ed for this year's excerpt concert:
"Mozart is one of the best vehicles
for young singers. It combines
good stage work as well as great
music." Stravinsky, although dif-
ferent in story line, contains simi-
lar neoclassical elements which
make operas like The Rake's
Progress a great challenging peda-
gogical experience for the per-
formers, yet still funny for the
audience. ContributedPhoto
UNBEARDED - Acclaimed Opera Excerpts Director Anne-Marie Donovan.
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A HIGHER DEGREE OF GAMING
I
FAST TIMES. TUITION PAID.* GAMERS WANTED.
Do you make the grade?
Play Gran Turismo'" 4 at your school and if you post your university's fastest lap time, you
can represent your school in a head-to-head competition with rival schools in the
interuniversity finals in Toronto. The player with the fastest lap time in the finals becomes
the Gaming Champion of 2005 and walks away with the grand prize: their TUITION PAID
IN FULL* Free for all students to enter.
WILFRED LAURIER UNIVERSITY
'' *
'' "*
jpr
Regional prizes include PSP, PSP Gomes and PS2 Gomes. Ail prizes subject io availability with the safe discretion of sponsors. Approximate value up io 5400.00 "Torsion willbe poid directly to the porfkipoling university. Value up to o maximum of $6,000. No purchase necessary.
Contest open to current students of participating universities listed above. Some conditions apply. Odds of winning depend on your skill level and the numberof participants. Skill testing question required. Full information including contest rales available at www.seplcommunications.com/campijscup2oos.
